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INTRODUCTION

It has now been known for a long time that thin helium films retain super-

fluid transport properties down to thicknesses of only a few atomic layers. The

mere occurrence of superfluidity in these almost two-dimensional systems pre-

sents a very fundamental problem, since the phenomenon of long-range order,

believed to be responsible for the occurrence of superfluidity in bulk helium,

cannot exist in two dimensions.

In the experiments that will be reported in this thesis, the changes in super-

fluid properties when the films become thinner are investigated. A thin-film

oscillator, formed by two large filmreservoirs connected by a long and narrow

tube, is used to study both the mass transport properties and the third-sound

phenomena. Both sets of data will be analysed in the framework of a two-fluid

model. In chapter I this model is presented and used to discuss a number of

relevant film experiments that have been performed previously.

In chapter II the measuring procedures are explained and the considera-

tions which led to the design of the device are outlined. Also the expected

influence of the exchange of mass and energy between the film and its environ-

ment on the measuring results is estimated.

The results of the measurements are given in chapter III and it will be

shown that both independent sets of data are mutually consistent within the

two-fluid description. Absolute values for the areal superfluid density will

be deduced from the results, and also the observation of friction in the film

itself will be briefly discussed. A series of additional measurements of the

thermo-mechanical effect in the reservoirs, with the purpose of determining the

thickness at which onset of superfluidity occurs, will also be reported in this

chapter.



In chapter IV a general theory of third-sound propagation is developed,

taking full account of the influence of the accompanying waves induced in va-

pour and substrate. In the last section of this chapter this theory is worked

out in detail for the specific experimental conditions of the thin-film oscil-

lator.

Finally in chapter V the overall picture of the film properties, as it

has now emerged from the present results together with all the experimental

and theoretical work reported in the literature, is discussed on the basis of

a phase diagram of the observed mobilities. Also a number of problems for fu-

ture research will be sketched.



CHAPTER I

SOME PHENOMENOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF HELIUM FILMS

1.1 Tntroduotion.

Due to the combination of a large zero-point motion and the weak inter-atomic

3 4
interaction typical for the noble gases, the helium isotopes He and He

remain liquid down to absolute zero temperature, unless the pressure is

raised considerably above the saturated vapour pressures. The properties of

4
both quantum liquids differ widely, in consequence of the fact that the He

atom, with its even number of constituent elementary fermions, is a so-called

bose particle, while the He atom is a fermi particle. The investigations re-

ported in this thesis only deal with some phenomena particular for the iso-

4
tope He.

4
When the temperature of a bath of liquid He is lowered below the boiling

point (4.2 K for atmospheric pressure) a phase transition is observed at the

so-called lambda temperature (for a bath under its own vapour pressure

T = 2.17 K), named after the X-shaped peak in the specific-heat curve that

marks this thermodynamic transition in the liquid. Below T, , in the so-called
A

He-II fase, the thermal and hydrodynamic properties of the liquid have

changed dramatically, as is demonstrated perhaps most clearly by an exception-

ally good thermal conductance as well as by the ability to flow through very

narrow channels without measurable friction.

It has appeared that on the macroscopic level a two-fluid description of the

liquid can account very successfully for the observed behaviour. In this des-



cription the liquid is composed of two components, namely the so-called super-

fluid that carries no entropy and has zero viscosity and the normal fluid,

which is responsible for the viscous properties. Under the assumption that

local equilibrium is maintained the mass densities of both components are

determined by the local values of pressure and temperature through the equa-

tions of state of the liquid; the superfluid density increases from zero at

T = T^ to the total density of the liquid at T = 0, at the expense of the

normal-fluid density. A full account of the non-equilibrium properties is

given by the Landau-Khalatnikov equations. These consist of the balance equa-

tions for mass, entropy and momentum, supplemented by an equation of motion

for the superfluid which is assumed to be irrotational.

On the microscopic level the thermodynamic phase transition into the super-

fluid He-II phase is described as a Bose-Einstein condensation of a non-ideal

interacting Bose gas.

Superfluidity is also observed in the helium film, i.e. the thin layer of

helium that adsorbs on the walls of a container with helium gas at sufficient-

ly low temperatures. For the thicker, also called "saturated" films (above a

few tens atomic layers) the transport properties appear to be well described

by the two-fluid model for bulk He II. For the still thinner, "unsaturated"

films, however, a gradual change sets in, until at the amazingly low values of

only a few atomic layers the superfluid response finally disappears completely.

The way in which these changes are taking place forms the subject of the in-

vestigations described in this thesis.

In this chapter a brief review of the relevant film properties will be given.

Also an outline of the experimental and theoretical work on the properties of

very thin films, reported in the literature, will be sketched. In references

[1] and [2] more complete reviews of the film properties can be found.
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1.2 Some history of the helium film.

In 1936 the existence of the helium film was recognized for the first time by

Rollin [3]. He attributed the unexpectedly large heat input into his low

temperature helium bath to the high thermal conductance of a helium film,

formed on the walls of the container above the liquid. Earlier, already in

1922, Kamerlingh Onnes had noticed the levels in two concentric helium dewars

to remain constantly at equal heights, which he designated to overdestillation

of liquid from the one vessel into the other [4]; now it has become clear that

this effect must have been the result of masstransport via the connecting

film. Soon after the discovery by Rollin, Daunt and Mendelssohn [5] demon-

strated the existence of the film transport unambiguously with their well-known

beaker experiment.

In 1941 it was pointed out by Schiff [6] that the formation of a film on the

walls of a container is due to van der Waals forces. Such forces arise from

the dipolar interaction between the fluctuating electric dipole moments of

neutral molecules [7]. The resulting attraction between two objects is diffi-

cult to calculate, since the forces are not simply additive, while, moreover,

for larger separations retardation effects come into play [8]. The problem was

solved by Lifshitz [9], who derived that the attraction between two parallel

plates is entirely determined by the dielectric properties of the materials

involved. Dzvaloshinskii et al. [10] applied the theory to the case of a thin

film covering a solid, for which they showed that the van der Waals potential

decreases at first with the third power of the film thickness to approach an

inverse fourth power dependence for larger thicknesses.

Sabisky and Anderson [11] employed the unique uniformity of the thickness of

the superfluid helium films to verify the Lifshitz theory. They used a reso-

nance technique to measure the thickness (over the range from 4-70 atomic

1 1



layers) as a function of the vapour pressure P in equilibrium with the film,

which is directly related to the van der Waals potential ß (6) at the sur-

face of the film by the equilibrium condition

(I.I)

(R = 8.31 J/mole K, M. = 4x10 kg/mole and P (T) the saturated vapour pres-
*• S3t

sure of bulk He at the temperature T). The potential obtained from their data

for films covering single crystals of three different alkali-fluorides were

well described by:

alnt(«) =

with the material constants Y and S in quantitative agreement with the

Lifshitz-Dzyaloshinskii predictions. From this result one can be confident

to calculate the van der Waals potential for other substrate materials from

their dielectric properties. For glass, the substrate material particularly

relevant to this thesis, one obtains:

y = 2.6x10 2 4 m5s 2; ß = 1.5xio"8 m . (1.3)

It may be remarked that the atomically flat substrate material named exfoliated

grafoil is found to form an exception [12]. From measurements of a step struc-

ture in the adsorption isotherms at very small coverages, it is concluded that

on grafoil the film thickness does not increase continuously but that the first

few layers form one after the other. In ref.[12] an extensive discussion of the

properties of films on such extremely flat and homogeneous substrates is given.
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Measurements of the specific heat of helium films show that a peak, similar

to the one marking the thermodynamic transition into the superfluid He-II

fase in the case of bulk He, is also present in the films. It is found to

broaden and to shift to lower temperatures when the films become thinner, un-

til below a thickness of about five atomic layers it has disappeared alto-

gether [13,14]. The location of the peak does not correspond to the point

where the mobility of the film suddenly increases sharply. The latter onset

temperature T is always found to be somewhat lower.

1.3 The two-fluid equations for the film.

The remarkable ability to transport mass without detectable friction in films

of only a few atomic layers thickness fits very nicely into the two-fluid

picture of bulk He-II. Since no transport of viscous normal fluid along the

film can be expected to occur due to a non-slip condition at the wall, mass

currents will largely be carried by the superfluid component only, allowing

the two-fluid equations to be considerably simpler than those for the bulk.

The set of two-fluid equations commonly used to describe the film hydrody-

namics is presented in table 1 [15].

These equations, which can be considered to be purely phenomenological in

character, are obviously constructed in analogy with the non-dissipative

Landau equations for bulk helium. Rigorous clamping of the normal fluid in

the plane of the film is clearly assumed and the balance equations have been

integrated over the thickness of the film. In this form the equations of

course do not cover acoustic phenomena in the film itself; effects of a

13



Mass balance V ( p s f 6 V = "pf If " ̂  (I'3)

Entropy balance pfcf S|| = -pfs£T || - TJ*"' - TJg
Ub (1.4)

Equation of motion -^ = - i- V,Pint+s,?.T- ^ V.v2-V,(nint+gHint) (1.5)
at Pf Z I Z "f Z S Z

Table I.I The two fluid equations for the film. The gradients V. are taken in

the plane of the film. Superscripts "int" and "sub" indicate values at the

interface and the substrate boundary. J'„ and J„ represent mass- and entropy-

current densities out of the film per unit area. The gravitational potential

at a height H1* is represented by gH

finite compressibility have even been neglected .

Combined with the appropriate set of boundary conditions at substrate and

interface, the equations in table 1 provide a satisfactory description for

many of the investigated phenomena in a wide range of film thicknesses. The

values of the thermodynamic quantities appearing in the equations, i.e. the

two mass densities p, and p ,, and the specific heat cf and entropy s,, differ

from their corresponding values p, p , c and s for bulk helium. It has formed

in fact part of many research programs to investigate their dependence on

film thickness and temperature. In some cases further refinements have been

brought into the equations as given in table 1, for instance by distinguishing

between the values of the quantities at the interface and their averages over

the film thickness and/or by introducing the disslpative effects due to vis-

Sound propagation in the film plays an essential role in the analysis of

the Sabisky-Anderson experiment [11], where the ad hoc assumption is made that

the sound velocity is independent of film thickness and equal to that of first

sound in the bulk (apart from a small correction for the boundary region near

the substrate). In view of the far reaching importance of their results for

the calibration of film thicknesses also by others, this problem deserves

further attention.

14



cosity and thermal conductivity into the equations [15]. The limited resolu-

tion obtained experimentally, however, does not yet justify the need for such

refinements. Although the film equations of table 1 do not account for dissi-

pational effects in the film itself, they can still describe dissipative

phenomena such as the attenuation of "third sound", the well-known surface

waves of the film thickness. In view of the extremely small film volume,

such attenuation could very well be dominated by dissipative effects in

vapour and substrate, where companion waves are activated via the flows of

mass and entropy represented by J and Jc in the table. Dissipation in the

film itself is found to become important for superfluid transports above a

critical velocity v , which manifests itself in the thicker films at a well-

defined value where suddenly a frictional force appears that increases very

sharply with a further increase of v . This non-linear friction is usually

attributed to the presence of quantized superfluid vortices that are driven

by the flow across the flowpath [16], analogous to the frictional phenomena

in bulk helium [17]. In such a picture the superfluid is assumed to be irro-

tational, except at line-shaped singularities (closed in themselves or ending

at the boundaries) around which the superfluid circulation is quantized in

units h/m, (h Planck's constant, m, mass of He-atom). During their motion

flow energy is being dissipated. In the Langer-Fisher theory [16] the vortices

are created spontaneously by thermal fluctuations.

1.4 Some film properties predicted by the two-fluid theory.

1.4.1 The static film thickness.

For the case of static equilibrium in film and vapour, the equations of

table 1 simply reduce to

1 5



nint(6) gH
i n t

«lnt(«) = constant
tot

(1.6)

the surface of the film being located along an equipotential of the total ex-

ternal field of force. It is thereby tacitly assumed that right at this sur-

face the equilibrium pressure is independent of film thickness. From the

equilibrium relation given by eq.(I.l) would follow that this equilibrium

pressure is

(1.7)

if one is allowed to extend the van der Waals potential into the vapour and

to apply continuum theory to calculate the steep pressure variation over the

region of only a few nanometers inside the reach of the van der Waals forces.

Since these assumptions have not been found to violate the observed behaviour,

they will also be used in this thesis.

It follows directly from eqs. (1.2) and (1.6) that for the case of a so-called

saturated film, i.e. a film in equilibrium with a bath of bulk helium, the

film thickness decreases initially with the fourth power of the height above

the bath, to approach an inverse cubic root dependence at larger heights.

1.4.2 Stationary flow and the Kontorovioh effect.

It will be clear immediately that stationary isothermal uniform flow, i.e.

film flow (v i* 0) for which all time derivatives and spatial gradients are
s

zero while also vapour and substrate remain at rest, is a perfectly acceptable

solution to the set of equations given in table 1. The occurrence of such

persistent flow in closed film circuits below a rather well-defined critical

velocity has been verified experimentally for films with thicknesses down

16



to about twelve atomic layers [18,19]. For isothermal stationary flow along

a horizontal filtnpath of non-uniform cross-sectional width it follows from

eq.(1.5) that

_int, ,
p (vs) constant (1.8)

where possible variations in the densities have been neglected. Variations in

film thickness are thus predicted that are given to first order in the varia-

tion in v2 as:
s

„int
LS = -h

pf"pv
Av2

s
(1.9)

In deriving eq.(1.9) from (1.8) it is assumed that the equilibrium conditions

in the vapour require that in the presence of filmflow the pressure in film

and vapour at the interface obeys:

v ) = P „(T)
s sat

(I.10)

(Here p represents the vapour density.)

The thinning of the moving film, originally predicted by Kontorovich [20],

was experimentally verified for the first time by Van Spronsen et al. [21] for

saturated films. This rather subtle "Kontorovich effect", arising from the

non-linear term in the two-fluid equations, forms quite a severe test for the

applicability of the two-fluid description. The finding that, within the (be

it somewhat poor) measuring accuracy no significant deviations of the values

of p , and p from the corresponding bulk values were found, demonstra .es that
s t f

in films of more than say twenty atomic layers thickness superfluidity is still

closely related to the condensation process into the helium-II phase as it

occurs in bulk helium.

17



1.4.3 Quasi-stationary flow.

The inverse U-tube oscillations, occurring in the level heights of the reser-

voirs of helium II that communicate with each other via a helium film, are

also well described by the equations in table 1. Integration of eq.(1.5)

along the film surface of length I from the one liquid level to the other,

yields immediately

3v
-gf = -gAH , (1.11)

where for simplicity strictly isothermal conditions are assumed, thereby neg-

lecting all thermal damping contributions. Combination with the massbalance

equation between film and reservoir :

Afp ,v = hoK. AH , (1.12)
1 SI S Iv

(where A, represents the cross-sectional area of the film in the connecting

tube and A^ the area of the free liquid surfaces in both reservoirs) leads to

an harmonic level oscillation with an angular frequency given by

These oscillations in the saturated films were first studied by Atkins [22]

and are therefore called Atkins oscillations (which explains the index A ) .

Their maximum amplitude appears to be limited by the same critical velocity

limiting the persistent flow [18].

Subtleties, arising from not perfectly uniform flow along the tube, have

been omitted in this introductory chapter.

18



1.4.4 The third-sound •phenomenon.

If In a film in static equilibrium a small localized disturbance in film thick-

ness is suddenly applied, this disturbance will spread as a surface wave with a

well-defined speed of propagation. This phenomenon has been named "third sound"

and is also well described by the equations of table 1. The detailed behaviour

is largely influenced by the experimental conditions. They determine the

accompanying waves in the exterior, which enter into the equations via the

current densities JM and J^ together with the boundary conditions. As an example

we will derive the wave equation for the simplest case, i.e. assuming the

exchange currents with the vapour to be negligible while the heat supply through

the substrate is so good that eq.(1.4) can be replaced by the rigorous

constraint T = TQ. Moreover, by assuming local equilibrium, as given by

eq.(I.lO), to be maintained and linearizing for small disturbances eq.(1.3) and

(1.5) become respectively:

V^s = - ^ - ^ (I'14)

-37= - I—̂ TE Jjt M » (1.15)

where irrelevant complications for films on a slanting substrate have been

avoided. By equating the time derivative of eq.(1.14) and the gradient of

eq.(1.15) one obtains the wave equation for the film thickness as:

326 Psf,dßint\ x *2 r
2 o do o o 2

3t f o

from which it follows that the phase velocity of this idealized isothermal third

sound is given as

19



psf ,dßin\
"30

(1.17)

Eq.(1.17) yields a useful expression for the speed of propagation of low-

frequency third sound in saturated films covering the inside of thin-walled

tubes that are surrounded by a helium bath, though obviously all attenuation is

excluded by the strict assumptions [24] . For higher frequencies the isothermal

conditions are violated, while for thinner films the exchange currents with the

vapour can no longer be neglected [25]. Again it appears that for the thicker

films the required values for the quantity Psf/Pf
 d o n o t differ significantly

from the values for bulk helium II. From third-sound measurements in thinner

films a gradual change in these values has become clearly apparent [26].

1.4.5 The Doppler effect for third sound.

When a third-sound wave travels on a film in motion a Doppler shift in the speed

of propagation will take place that can also be derived from table 1. Taking for

simplicity again the idealized example also used in the previous section, but

now with v =v__,+v' where v„„ is a uniform flow velocity in the x-direction of
a oO S SO

third-sound propagation, eqs.(1.3) and (1.5) become:

8v'
psf o

36 3636
psfVso 3x" = " pf 3t

(1.18)

at
"sf - (- 6 dx

o
(1.19)

*The attenuation can be obtained afterwards by considering the idealized third

sound as a driving wave that drives the dissipative processes in substrate and

vapour and calculating the total entropy production [23].

20



from which the wave equation follows as

,psfvsox2 2 , 326 ,
p f 30 3 x2

Solutions of the form 6=S(x-Uo_t) fulfil eq.(I.2O) when one takes for the

Doppler-shifted third-sound speed:

sf so
^J— ± u30 '

For saturated films the result (1.21) has been verified experimentally [23,24].

Actually Verbeek used the Doppler effect to verify the persistence of the flow

In a closed film circuit in a non-destructive way. In ref. [24] a full analysis

of the transmission and reflection of third-sound pulses at branching points in

film circuits and at liquid surfaces has also been given.

1.4.6 Thevmo-meahaniaal effects.

As was already pointed out by Rollin [3] the heat transport along a tube that

leads from a helium-II bath towards higher temperatures, is greatly enhanced by

the formation of a helium film that covers the low-temperature region of the

tube's wall just above the bathlevel in the tube. As has been demonstrated very

clearly by the finding of a complicated temperature profile along the tube (in

which for instance temperature inversions appear) [27], a quantitative treatment

of this filmcreep effect in terms of the two-fluid equations will be very

difficult and has not been given yet. Nevertheless, a qualitative understanding

of the mechanism that is responsible can easily be obtained. The film liquid

evaporates at some point above bath level, due to the heat input Q coming from

the warm end of the tube. The film liquid is replenished from the bath by

21



superfluid, transported by the film at a rate M related to Q as

TfSf) Ms « TsvMs , (1.22)

where £f is the heat of evaporation for the film and sv the specific entropy of

the vapour. The evaporated mass M , together with the evaporation directly from

the bath M. (caused by the withdrawal of pure superfluid via the film) is pumped

away at a rate

M = Ms + Mb * Q/X , (1.23)

with £ the heat of evaporation from the bath. Since evaporation takes place at a

higher point in the tube, the value of Q will be considerably higher than in the

case where film flow Is largely prohibited by the installation of a film

constriction.

A quantitative prediction for M is hard to give, however, and will involve also

the transport behaviour beyond the critical mass flow rates.

Another, much better controlled, thermo-mechanical effect has been used

frequently to study the superfluid properties. In these experiments the net heat

conductance along a cylindrical container of helium vapour is measured. This

conductance is strongly influenced by the presence of the film on its inner

walls [2,28]. A steady counterflow In vapour and film will result. In the linear

regime of small heat inputs, where local equilibrium along the interface can be

assumed, the effective thermal resistance of the cell, Reff» can simply be

derived from the linearized equation of motion (1.5), combined with the

equilibrium conditions (I.I) and (1.7). Applying the Clausius-Clapeyron

relation, by which it follows from (I.I) that

22



anint,
^ 3T '

one obtains

Reff "

ßint

) - °
° To

for Reff

T
0

"vo^f

1
pvs

dP
sat

dT

K

aint-£
0

To

(1.25)

(where P„/Pf has been neglected with respect to 1, and p v and p are the

saturated vapour density and the equilibrium vapour density in the container

respectively). The thermal resistance is thus largely determined by the flow

impedance of the vapour RA, defined as the ratio of the pressure drop along the
* * • .

cylinder and the massflow rate M = M , related to Q by eq.(1.22). In the case of
s

friction in the film (not accounted for in the above derivation based on

eq.(1.5)) a second additional contribution to Reff> in series with that given by

eq.(1.25), will of course arise. In thicker films the sudden appearance of

friction will lead to a rather sharp upward kink in the curves for | AT | vs Q,

from which the critical massflow rate can be determined. In most experiments of

this kind a third contribution to the thermal resistance of the cell, in series

again, arises from the Kapitza boundary resistances at both end surfaces through

which Q is supplied or respectively removed.

1.5. Summary of some recent developments

All effects discussed in the previous section have been investigated for the

case of saturated films. The non-dissipative effects have proved to be in good

agreement with the predictions, no change in two-fluid parameters with respect

to those for the bulk could be resolved from the data. For the dissipative

effects the situation is much less clear. The attenuation of third sound, as it

is presumably caused by dissipative processes in substrate and vapour only
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[15,23], is difficult to predict and full agreement with the experimental

results could not yet be obtained. The values of the critical velocity and the

mechanism responsible for the steep increase in friction beyond it, have even

less been explained.

Several of the effects discussed in section 1.4 have also been applied to

investigate the changes in superfluid properties when the films are made

thinner. - this end a surprising variety of experimental methods by which the

superfluidity of these unsaturated films can be studied, has been developed.

From the work of Rudnick and his coworkers, we mention briefly:

- Measurements of the speed of propagation of adiabatic third sound on glass-

and on CaF2 substrates, as functions of vapour pressure and temperature. Times

of flight of short third-sound pulses were measured by detection of the

corresponding pulse in temperature [26].

- Measurements of the Doppler shift of third sound due to masstransport in

unsaturated films on a glass substrate. The masstransport is driven thermo-

mechanically by a steady heat input Q [29].

From the work of Reppy and coworkers we mention:

- The gyroscopic technique used to measure changes in the angular momentum of

persistent flow in films absorbed on porous vycor glass, due to changes in

film thickness by the addition of mass [30] and by changes in temperature

[31].

- The use of a high quality torsional oscillator to determine the superfluid

mass and dissipation from the changes in the complex moment of inertia of the

oscillating substrate near the transition into the superfluid state, both in

films absorbed on porous vycor glass and on a mylar strip of large surface

area [32,33,34]. For comparison thermo-mechanically driven flow was studied in

the same device [28,35].

A third series of experiments on unsaturated films was carried out by Hallock
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and «workers:

- Observations of the decay of persistent flow in films on glass substrates with

thicknesses below ~ 12 atonic layers at e.g. 1.45 K, using the Doppler shift

for detection [36].

- Observation of the Kontorovich thinning of unsaturated films by means of the

Doppler effect [37].

- Application of the thermo-mechanical effect to study the residual friction for

masstransport on the superfluid side of the transition into the superfluid

state [38].

An analysis of the experimental results in terms of the two-fluid description

leads mainly to phenomenological expressions for the onset thickness 6 (T) at

which superfluid behaviour becomes apparent, for the mean superfluid density

p ,(6,T) and to information on the dissipative processes in thin films. The

thickness of the films is usually obtained from pressure and temperature via

eqs.(l.l) and 1.2)*.

From the data for the third-sound speed of ref. [26], using eq.(1.17) corrected

Tsf

with a factor of order one, i.e. " '- ~j~)» on the right hand side to account for

adiabatic conditions, it followed that p „(6,T) well obeys the simple phenomeno-

logical relation:

PS(T)
(1 - (1.26)

with D(T) of the order of a few atomic layers, increasing with temperature

[26,39]. It was further observed that the third-sound phenomenon abruptly ceases

to exist below a well-marked onset thickness 6on(T) somewhat larger than D(T) .

It follows from eq.(1.26) that at onset the areal superfluid density, defined

In eq. (I. 2) 6/ß is often omitted.
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as P „ Hpsf^» i
s finite, and that its value can be represented by:

ps2 ( T ) = psf ( T ) ( 3 # 3 1 * 0 > 2 1 ) (1.27)

The results obtained in refs. [29,40] have shown that data for p ,v /p., as

derived from the measured Doppler shifts through eq.(1.21), are in agreement

with the independent data for p ,v 6 obtained from the values of Q via

eq.(1.22) . ̂rabined with the data for 6 determined from the pressure. In the same

device critical superfluid velocities vgc (6,T) were determined. They follow

from the observation that by increasing Q the Doppler shift also increases

until Q reaches a critical value Q . With eq.(1.22) vgc is obtained from Q ,

eliminating p _ with the help of eq.(1.26). These critical velocities show a

maximum and are found to decrease down to zero at small values of 6 in good

agreement with the onset values found in refs. [26,39].

From the results of refs. [30-35] we first review the observation of a

distinctly different behaviour between films on porous vycor glass and on the

mylar strips. Both show a well-defined onset temperature T o n at given film

thickness, but on mylar the superfluid mass that decouples from the oscillator

at the transition is found to jump almost discontinuously to a finite value

while on vycor a gradual change sets in. The authors attribute the difference to

a different dimensionality of the two systems, the jump in p , being

characteristic for a two-dimensional system, while the gradual change on vycor

is due to the three—dimensional interconnections of films in porous materials.

dCi
With the torsional oscillator detailed quantitative data on -TTZ— and on the,

strongly-peaked, dissipation in the immediate vicinity of the onset transitions

have further been collected.

*The plausible assumption p „-p is made, as it is throughout all film

investigations.
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Finally, both the decaying persistent currents [36] and the residual friction

for steady flow in the thinner films [38] can be accounted for by the two-fluid

description if one introduces a frictional force per unit mass, *'S'PS2
 t 0 t h e

right hand side of eq.(1.5) in table 1, with F of the form:
s

(1.28)

In ref. [38] it is shown that the exponent n in this phenomenological expression

decreases with film thickness in such a way that in the whole range from onset

upto ten atomic layers:

(1.29)

where p , and P j a r e well represented by the relations (1.26) respectively

(1.27).

In films on vycor the situation again seems to be different; in ref. [31J

persistent flow on films as thin as 2.5 atomic layers is reported without the

mentioning of a decay due to friction.

From the above experimental evidence it can be concluded that also for thin

films the superfluid properties can very well be described by a phenomenological

two-fluid model, be it with thickness dependent parameters and the addition of

friction for the superfluid. Nevertheless, this resemblance with bulk super-

fluidity does not imply that the analogy also extends to the microscopic level;

it has been proven by theory that long-range order as in the bulk He-II phase,

cannot exist in two-dimensional systems (see for relevant literature e.g. ref.

[12]).

One attempt to explain superfluidity in films was suggested by Dash and his
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coworkers [12], who argued that in view of the general heterogeneity of the

substate materials it seems very unlikely that the very thin films have uniform

thickness. In their picture the film is formed by an array of small superfluid

droplets separated by thin film bridges, the onset phenomenon corresponding to a

percolation process in which the thin film connections are possibly induced to

become superfluid by a type of proximity effect. As is clear immediately, this

picture offers a direct qualitative explanation for the location of the peak in

the specific heat curves at temperatures above Ton, but a more quantitative test

of its further predictions has not yet been reported.

A second attempt steins from the general theory for two-dimensional systems as

given by Rosterlitz and Thouless [4l], who have shown that a transition to an

ordered state can occur in these systems. In this state the long-range order is

broken up by the presence of bound pairs of dislocations, whereas a type of

orientational order is maintained. The latter is also disturbed at the

transition, where it becomes energetically favourable to form isolated

dislocations that can travel through the system.

In the case of helium films the dislocations are believed to be formed by

superfluid vortices, the orientational ordenlng corresponding to long-range

coherence of the phase of the complex order parameter [42]. By writing the free

energy of a single vortex (of core radius a and lateral extension R) directed

perpendicular to the film, as:

2

f = e - s T ? L _ An - - 2 k_TÄn - , (1.30)
vor vor vor ^ 2 a B a '

it follows that the transition will take place at a value of the areal super-

fluid density:

k T
Pg"T*(T) = 8ir ^—2 = 3.49xl0"8T kg/m2K. (1.31)
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This Kosterlitz-Thouless prediction is in striking agreement with the

experimental finding for superfluid onset given by relation (1.27). It is argued

by Hohenberg et al. [43], that two-dimensional behaviour can be expected when a

bulk transverse correlation length becomes larger than the film thickness, which

precisely happens in the region near the Kosterlltz-Thouless transition. For

thicker films, or for lower temperatures, a gradual change towards bulk

behaviour can be expected. The superfluid friction observed near the transition

is believed to be due to the motion of single vortices driven by the flow. A

description of these phenomena based on vortex hydrodynamics is given in the

dynamic theory of Ambegaokar, Halperin, Nelson and Siggla [44], The AHNS theory

predicts friction in very good agreement with the residual friction measurements

of ref. [38] represented by relations (1.28) and (1.29). In ref. [45] it is

pointed out that an even better fit to the decaying persistent flow data can be

obtained when the effects of vortex pinning are taken into account. From the

review given above it may be concluded that there is quite some experimental

evidence in support of the two-dimensional picture. Even the location of the \

peak in the specific heat beyond T o n can be fitted in, since a superfluid ]

condensation could very well take place long before long-range coherence is

established [33]. Nevertheless, the possibility that a percolation process, due

to a non-uniform film thickness in the heterogeneous substrates, is reponsible

cannot be totally excluded. Also other predictions of the theory, for instance

the critical exponents for the approach to the transition temperature, have not

yet been verified experimentally, nor have somewhat detailed comparisons between

results obtained for different substrates, been made.

Many of the investigations reviewed in this chapter were reported after the

research described in this thesis was started, early in 1980. At this time the

picture was still far less complete, and further experiments, using a variety of
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different measuring techniques, were therefore certainly required. As will be

shown in the following chapters, the results with the thin-film oscillator can

be described with the two-fluid description and render further support to the

two-dimensional picture. In fact the experience gained in this project, has

largely determined the contents of the review given in this chapter.

1.6. The isothermal Hetmholtz osoillatov.

In this thesis an investigation of the thin-film superfluidity by means of an

isothermal Helmholtz oscillator is reported. The device is basically the analogy

of the inverse U-tube oscillator used to study the properties of saturated films

[21,23]. It consists of two large film reservoirs connected by a long and narrow

tube, filled with helium vapour and cooled down by immersing it in a bath of

liquid helium. A Helmholtz oscillation can be started by disturbing the

equilibrium film thickness in the reservoirs. This results in a periodic

exchange of film liquid between the reservoirs via the connecting film, the

restoring force provided by the van der Waals potential.

The oscillations in filmliquid are monitored capactively and by the measurement

of the corresponding pressure variations in the reservoirs. The propagation of

isothermal third-sound pulses as well as standing waves of isothermal third

sound are also studied in the device, while the onset of superfluidity is

registered by means of the thermo-mechanical effect in the reservoirs.

The results will be analysed in terms of the two-fluid description. By the use

of table 1 absolute values for the areal superfluid density will be deduced from

the data, and information on the role of the flows of mass and energy from the

film into its environment will be obtained.
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CHAPTER II

ON THE USE AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE THIN-FILM OSCILLATOR

II.1 Introduation.

At the start of the present investigations on the superfluid properties of

unsaturated helium films the earlier experiences in Leiden with saturated films

weighed heavily in making the choice of the measuring device [1,2]. With the

inverse U-tube, see fig. 1A (formed by a narrow and extremely long glass tube

connecting two narrow vertical bulk reservoirs) immersed in a helium bath, a

large variety of isothermal phenomena in saturated films could be studied,

simply by monitoring the liquid levels in the two reservoirs. Of the phenomena

described in section 4 of chapter I were measured:

- frequency and damping of the inverse U-tube or Atkins oscillations;

- critical velocities and decays of level differences at rates above these

critical massflow rates;

- filmthinning by the Kontorovich effect;

- frequency and damping of standing waves of third sound;

- times of flight of third-sound pulses, with and without a Doppler shift;

- reflectional properties of third-sound pulses at full as well as at empty

reservoirs;

- transmissions and reflections of third sound at branching points in film-

circuits.

The latter item served for the detection of persistent filmflow, which could
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B

Fig.II.1 Schematic drawing of (A) the inverse U-tube used to study saturated

helium films and (B) the double Helmholtz oscillator for experiments with

unsaturated films. Both devices consist of two reservoirs R~ and /?„ connected

by a long and narrow glass capillary.

also be studied by simply supplementing the device with a short second branch

between the two reservoirs (see also chapter I, section 4). For thinner films

of still sufficient mobility a similar versatility seemed to be obtainable with

the analogous "double Helmholtz oscillator" sketched schematically in fig. IB.

The vertical bulk reservoirs are merely replaced by film reservoirs, which can

be given a large filmsurface area by the use of a powder filling of the

endvolumes. Displacements of film liquid can now be registered either capaci-

tively (owing to the relative dielectric permittivity of helium liquid of

1.057) or by the corresponding changes in the vapour pressure in the reservoirs.

In this fashion all items listed above should again be measurable, the Atkins

oscillations in saturated films being replaced by so-called Helmholtz oscil-

lations in which the periodic exchange of film liquid between the reservoirs
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takes place with the restoring force supplied by van der Waals attraction

instead of by gravity. For still thinner films Helmholtz oscillations and

third-sound phenomena may no longer occur due to an increasing residual friction

(see chapter I). Additional measurements in this region will still be possible

with the device. Decay rates of an imposed difference in the thickness of the

film in the two reservoirs can, for instance, be studied, while also the thermo-

mechanically induced onset phenomena in the reservoirs can be investigated when

a heating wire and a carbon resistance thermometer are mounted in the reservoirs.

All measurements of the present research have been carried out within the

temperature range between 1.20 K and 1.70 K. Not all the items listed above have

been studied, the measurements are mainly concerned with:

- the frequency and the maximum amplitudes in pressure and capacitance of

isothermal Helmholtz oscillations;

- the frequency of the fundamental mode for standing waves of isothermal third

sound;

- times of flight of long, isothermal, third-sound pulses;

- isothermal decays towards equilibrium of the film thickness in the reservoirs

after a disturbance;

- onset of superfluidity as it is registered by the thermo-mechanical effect

in a reservoir.

For each temperature all of these five phenomena can in principle be studied

in one continuous sequence of measurements, during which the oscillator is

filled step by step with successive additions of accurately known amounts of

helium, via the filling line leading into one of the reservoirs, e.g. R,,. Due

to the long and narrow connecting tube the other reservoir, R. will fill up

very slowly (at first by vapour transport only), so that quasi-steady equi-

librium between the adsorbing film and the vapour pressure in R. can be
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expected to be maintained. The pressure and the capacitance of R. can be

monitored continuously during the filling process. From the pressure the

increase in the van der Waals potential ß at the film-vapour interface can

be derived using eq.(I.l); from Si the film thickness in the glass tube near

R. can then be calculated with eq.(1.2) together with the values of the van der

Waals parameters y and 0 given for glass. The changes in capacitance measure

the increasing amount of filmliquid formed on the grains of powder between the

capacitor plates.

For the purpose of determining the onset of superfluidity the.rmo-mechanically,

a steady small input of heat can be supplied to R. during the initial filling

stages; when for given bath temperature the pressure in R. reaches a certain

value, the resulting temperature rise can be expected to drop suddenly to a

very small value, indicating the start of thermo-mechanical circulation in R

(see also section 1.4). In view of the observation, repeatedly reported in the

literature [3,4] that the onset pressure P is largely independent of the

substrate material, we expect P o n to be also representative for glass. It cannot

really be expected that onset will also manifest itself by a sudden increase in

the observed filling rate of R.. Because of the significant pressure difference

along the tube, the onset front will move up towards R., so that a far more

gradual increase will probably result.

Upon further filling the filling rate will continue to increase, and it will

eventually become possible to wait for the pressures in R. and R» to equalize

at the equilibrium value PQ after each successive addition of mass. The way in

which the equilibrium situation is approached is strongly determined by the

residual friction in the film. For a sufficiently low friction level equilibrium

will not really be established, but the decays will first result instead in

oscillations around the equilibrium state. These Helmholtz oscillations play

the major role in the investigations reported in this thesis.
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Finally it can be expected that third-sound pulses and standing waves of third

sound can be excited for all filling levels in the region where the film has

gained sufficient mobility.

Apart from the thermo-mechanical onset parameters discussed above, information

on the following film properties should be deducible from the measurements:

- From the observed relations between the equilibrium pressures P. and the total

mass of helium admitted to the oscillator, M , the adsorption isotherms for

the powder in the reservoirs can be calculated *.

- From the way in which pressure and capacitance relax towards equilibrium at

given film thickness, information on the friction as a function of massflow

rate can be obtained.

- From the Helmholtz oscillations absolute values of the areal superfluid

density p 2(6,T) as function of film thickness and temperature should rollow.

Additionally, the initial amplitudes of the oscillation will yield values for

the maximum superfluid transport velocities v (6,T).

- The third-sound results will yield primarily the speed u,(S,T) of isothermal

third sound.

Since isothermal thickness variations correspond directly to significant changes

in the equilibrium pressure (eqs.(I.l) and (1.2)) the data can be expected to

be severely influenced by the exchange of mass with the vapour.

To obtain these isotherms, i.e. the mass adsorbed on the powder grains as

functions of V~, the contributions of the vapour (in the calibrated vapour

space) and of the filmliquid on the walls (of known surface area) have to be

subtracted from M, ,. Both contributions can be calculated from the values of

the pressure and temperature. The isotherm will be complicated by the effect

of capillary forces for larger Mtot>
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II.2 The vole of the vapour in the Helmholtz oscillations.

The variations in vapour pressure that accompany changes in film thickness

become more and more important when the films become thinner. The Helmholtz

oscillations will therefore be much more affected by the vapour than the

analogous Atkins oscillations. Obviously, in designing the Helmholtz oscillator

one should take care to keep the dissipation in the vapour sufficiently small.

In this subsection we will estimate the effect of the vapour on the frequency

and damping of the Helmholtz oscillations on the basis of the non-dissipative

two-fluid description represented by Table I.I. When the effect of the vapour

can be ignored (which will be the case for thick films or for low enough

temperatures in practice for instance well below 1 K), the derivation of the

frequency of an isothermal Helmholtz oscillation in a symmetric oscillator

would run exactly along the lines sketched in section 1.4.3. The gravitational

potential difference in eq.(I.Ll) would have to be replaced by the difference

between the van der Waals potentials in the two reservoirs ,2Aß :
R

R s0

while the massbalance equation (1.12) becomes

Vsf Vs = pfA£RA*R ' (II-2)

in which A^R is the effective filmsurface area of the powderfilled reservoirs.

Combining (II.1) and (II.2) yields the angular frequency:

(ii.3)
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in full analogy with the result (1.13) for Atkins oscillations. Accounting for

the vapour affects the result in two different ways. Firstly the value of A^R

will be increased by the evaporation and recondensation of filmmass in the

reservoirs, lowering the angular frequency. Secondly the oscillating pressure

difference between the endvolumes will lead to a periodic viscous transport of

vapour through the connecting tube, by which the oscillations will be damped.

For sufficiently low frequencies quasi—steady flow of vapour may be assumed so

that

\ VRv - "2&PR
p irr

(II.4)

in which, in view of the smallness of the flowrates, for the flow impedance of

the vapour R the value for laminar Poiseuille flow in a circular tube of

radius r is substituted. Adding the vapour flow (II.4) to the mass balance

equation (II.2) yields:

' 2AVRv (II.5)

where we have introduced the areal superfluid density p ~-P föj and tL repre-

sents the total mass of helium, both liquid and vapour, in a reservoir. Writing

eq.(II.l) as

(II.6)

and combining (II.6) with the time derivative of eq.(II.S) in which, in view of

local equilibrium, AP is replaced by
K

APR = ->lnt
(II.7)
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renders the equation of a damped harmonic motion:

It follows immediately from (II.8) that the quality Q„ of the isothermal
n

Helmholtz oscillator is restricted by the vapour flow according to:

Rv I 3MR /Tot
 l *2\ 3MR

8 % "»2 «-I \ 3 M R . T Q

A high quality thus requires the use of a long and narrow tube (a requirement

that should be met nicely with the long glass tubes also used in the previous

research on saturated films in Leiden) together with a large film surface area

in the reservoirs, which is obtained by the use of powder.

When the damping is small enough absolute values for the areal superfluid

density p 2 can be obtained from the measured angular frequencies u:

, „„int

2
T0

using calibrated values for (3ß_ / 3 M D ) T • Finally it follows that the

amplitudes of the superfluid transport velocities,given by the simple relation

30 i n t

can then be determined from the measured pressure amplitudes.
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II.3 The effects of the vapour on isothermal third sound in the confined

space of a narrow tube.

Also for third sound the effects of the vapour are twofold. Firstly the

evaporation and recondensation, accompanying the film thickness variations,

will slow down the waves. Secondly the corresponding variations in pressure

will induce a viscous flow of vapour by which the waves will be attenuated.

In this section we will derive these effects for the case of the extremely

long wavelengths encountered in the present research, by making some simplifying

assumptions. In chapter IV we will show that a more refined calculation, which

takes into account the finite thermal resistance formed by the substrate and

the impedance formed by the film-vapour interface, essentially confirms the

results.

To calculate speed and attenuation of strictly isothermal third sound the

calculation given in section 1.4.4 can be repeated, but now by including in the

linearized massbalance equation (1.14) both the massflow through the interface

and through the vapour in the x-directiou along the tube axis. Assuming that

during the extremely slow variations encountered in the present investigations,

local equilibrium in film and vapour within a cross section of the tube can be

maintained the local vapour density p (x,t) varies with the local variations in

thickness according to

36

One can write for the induced quasi-steady vapour flow along the tube

A 3P I RT 3 pv
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so that the massbalance equation for a cross section of the tube (replacing

eq.(I.14)) becomes

, 3Vs 4 RT 3 pv , 36 2 3P V 8 6 .
2 i r rcps2 "ST - IT i £ - ^ T = - 2 i r r c p f 3t " " c ^ F = - 2 7 r r c p eff TE ( I 1 - 1 4 )

From eq.(II.12) it will be clear that the effective massdensity p ,,., intro-

duced in eq.(II.14), is defined as

r„ P.„ M

"eff ( r p M. / ,„int, \

Combining the time derivative of eq.(II.4) with the spatial derivative of the

linearized equation of motion (1.15), which reads as:

r4
oX

allows the elimination of v . The wave equation obtained in this way can be

written in the form:

2
326 _ U3 336 2 326 . ,TT 17.

~T" 2 av"T~; U3 ~Z = ° ' (H.17)
3t V u 3x23t J 3xZ

and describes propagating waves in film thickness with angular frequency to,

phase velocity u_ given by

2 ps2 i

u =u- =
3 Peff

and attenuation rate constant

a - ^ 2 U . _ _
v 47rrcRv ps2 3 2 nv ps2

r3 p2

c vo 2 (
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Comparison of eq.(II.18) with the result (1.17), derived for the isothermal

third-sound velocity in the absence of the exchange of mass with the vapour,

shows that third sound is slowed down by the vapour by a factor (pf/p ) '

which increases going towards higher temperatures and towards thinner films.

Finally it is remarked that the damping rate a „ of the isothermal Helmholtz
VH

oscillations, as it can immediately be obtained from eq.(II.8), is also given

by the result (11.19) when for u the value of the angular frequency of the

Helmholtz oscillation co„ is taken.

II.4 The construction of the Helmholtz oscillator with aapaaitive deteators.

In section II.2 (and II.3) it was shown that to avoid excessive damping due to

vapour flow, a long and narrow tube must be used to connect film reservoirs of

large filmsurface area. The first requirement is met by the use of a pyrex

glass capillary of 124 m length, 0.41 mm inner diameter and 0.2 mm wall thick-

ness, which is wound into a coil. The second by enlarging the filmsurfaces to

areas of a few m2 by means of diamond powder of grainsize between 2 and 3 ym,

filling part of both endvolumes.

In choosing the powder several considerations did come into play. In view of

the use of capacitive detection diamond seems a suitable material because of

its very high electrical resistivity at low temperatures and its moderate

dielectric permittivity ej»5.7. The grainsize chosen is on the one hand small

enough to provide for a considerable enhancement of filmsurface, while on the

other hand it is still large enough to reduce complicating effects such as

- filmthinning due to surface tension in films with small radius of curvature.

- bulkliquid formation in the powder due to capillary forces.

- changes in filmproperties with respect to films on flat substrates. Such

changes are reported for porous vycor glass in ref. 1.33 and 34, where they

are attributed to the different dimensionality.
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Diamoiu' powder is furthermore commercially available in well-defined grainsizes.

Disadvantages of this powder are that its van der Waals potential for film

formation is unknown and that its grains must be expected to have sharp edges

instead of having the ideal spherical shape. The effects of film thinning on

the sharp edges with radii of curvature much smaller than the grain size, are

a priori not expected to lead to significant effects, in view of the many

parallel flow paths offered by the powder and the much reduced superfluid

transport velocities in the large filmarea available.

The amount of filmliquid in the reservoirs is measured capacitively. In spite

of the small relative dielectric permittivity of liquid helium, e,. = 1.057 a

high sensitivity can be obtained. The construction of the two identical

cylindrical capacitors is shown schematically in fig.II.2. One plate is formed

by the thick-walled, helium tight, brass casing, isolated from the disc-shaped

inner plate by teflon and mylar spacers. Space A inside the mylar ring and

between the inner plate and the top flange of the casing, having a width of

0.4 mm, is filled with diamond powder. The earlier series of measurements were

carried out with powder also in space B, formed between the corrugated edge of

the inner plate and the corrugated wall. These parts fit closely with an almost

constant spacing of 1.0 mm imposed by teflon rods. With version A a sensitivity

of 4.8x10 pF/(mm3 liquid) is obtained (see ch. III). With the capacitors

immersed in the helium bath the appropriate isothermal conditions are provided,

at least for the slow variations studied in this research. For the purpose of

detecting the onset of the thermo-mechanical effect, a carbon thermometer and

a heating wire have been mounted against the inner plate, in the small chamber

machined in the bottom of the inner plate as shown in fig.II.3. The (five)

wires necessary for their operation (including one for the capacitor plate)

enter the chamber through a stycast feed through. They are dimensioned in such

a way that a thermal relaxation time of roughly 0.1 s results, large enough for
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Fig,II.2 Components of the oapaoitive filmvolume transducer.

1. Inner plate; 2. Bottom flange; 3. Top flange; (1, 2 and 3 are made of brass)

4. Styeast feed through with new silver oapillaries; S. and 6. Teflon (1.0 mm)

and mylar (0.4 mm thick) spacer rings respectively; 7. Indium seal between top

and bottom flange; 8. 1 mm teflon rods to center the inner plate in the bottom

flange; 9. and 10. Exits to glass coil and filling line.

Space A is situated between the top flange, inner plate and mylar spacer ring.

The void between the corrugated edge of the inner plate and the corrugated
wall of the bottom flange is called space B.

the thermo-mechanical effect to be detectable, but small enough to avoid

significant thermal damping of the Helmholtz oscillations. As is shown in fig.

II.3 the oscillator tube as well as a filling line from the top of the cryostat

enter each capacitor through its top flange. The capacitors, having capacitances
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of about 70 PF, were constructed very rigidly, while extreme care was taken to ' ;

shield all components and connecting wires. In this way the noise level could

be suppressed to 2.10~6 PF, while the long term drift of the empty capacitors

was observed never to exceed a rate of 5.10"5 pF per hour. On temperature

cycling to room temperature the capacities were found to reproduce to within a

few tenths of a picofarad; cycling at helium temperatures gave a reproducibility

better than 10 pF. The capacitors were measured with a G.R. 1615A capacitance

bridge driven at 5 kHz by a G.R. 1311A oscillator. The bridge was operated in

the three terminal mode; the output signal was detected by a PAR 126 phase

sensitive detector provided with a PAR 116 preamplifier.

With the above arrangement and the sensitivity for version A as given above a ';?

-4 3 . i-
resolution of 5.10 mm filmliquid displacement could be reached, as will be

described more extensively in chapter III.

II.5 The measurement of the pressure -in the reservoirs.

The film thickness in equilibrium with a pressure PQ is given by eqs.(I.l) and

(1.2); at a given temperature it is fully determined by the ratio P^/P (T).

It follows from these relations that the film thickness reduces to a very small

value over a small range of pressures below P _(T); for glass to below 2.0 run '•?'.
SHL "• f

when P is reduced to 0.9 Pgat(T) for the temperatures used in the experiment.

Many of the phenomena discussed in this thesis take place within this range and

for an accurate determination of the film thickness it is therefore desirable

to measure directly the pressure difference ^

AP = Psat(T)-p

rather than the pressure P itself.

This pressure difference is measured for each filmreservoir by means of a



GLASS
COIL

Fig.II.3 The oscillator in some detail.

The stainless steel tubes (ST, i.d. 1 mm) aonneot the glass coil (11=124 m,

i.d. 0.41 mm) with the filmreservoirs (FR). The narrow d.d. 0.37 mm) new

silver tubes (NT) in the filling lines (FL) are interrupted by eleotriaally

insulating glass oonneotions (El) and heat exchangers, and go over into wider

tubes (i.d. 2.0 mm) leading from the helium bath to the top of the cryostat.

SB provides electromagnetic shielding.
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differential pressure gauge operating at room temperature * . One side of the

sensor head is brought in contact with the vapour space above the bath, the

other with a filmreservoir via the filling line (see fig. II.3).

The mere presence of the filling lines will affect the measurements, in

principle, in various ways. To reduce these spurious effects several, often

rather contradictory requirements have to be met in their design, such as

- The vapour volume of the filling lines will participate in the Helmholtz

oscillations; their equivalent low temperature volumes vary with changes in

the height of the bath level and must therefore be kept small.

- The flow impedance formed by the filling lines causes a delay time T for the

pressure variations inside the pressure gauge and a corresponding reduction

in the registered pressure amplitudes during the Helmholtz oscillations by a

2 2 -j
factor (1 + (o T ) . To keep the flow impedance small, the filling lines must

not be made too narrow.

- In order to keep the thermo-molecular pressure difference [5] along the

filling line small a relatively large inner diameter is required.

- A filmcreep effect, similar to the one described in section 1.4.6, will be

induced by the heat supply from the high temperature side of the tube. Since

the filling lines are closed on top during the measurements, the evaporated

vapour will recondense in the lower, colder parts, where the latent heat will

have to be removed to the bath. Precautions must be taken to avoid the

recondensation to take place within the filmreservoirs which would lead to

spurious thermal effects. Furthermore the counterflow of vapour could lead

A differential sensor type 310 CH MKS with a 1 Torr-(or sometimes a 10 Torr-)

diaphragm was used, together with the electronic unit type MKS 170M-6C

Baratron.
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to a significant unwanted pressure difference if that part of the filling

line were taken too narrow.

The construction of the filling lines shown in fig. II.3 is designed with the

purpose to reduce the influence of all the above effects. They are therefore

interrupted by a bellows heat exchanger with the bath, connected to the capaci-

tor by a narrow tube of 0.37 mm inner diameter. In this way the film reservoirs

are shielded from the filmcreep effects since the recondensation will take

place almost entirely within these exchangers. Filmcreep is further reduced by

the inclusion of a short piece of 0.37 mm tube on top of the heat exchangers

which serves as a filmconstriction, before the change to the wider, 2.0 mm

inner diameter (new silver) tube to the top of the cryostat is made. This

latter diameter is chosen to limit the spurious effects on the static and

dynamic pressure registration listed above (i.e. unwanted pressure differences

introduced by the thermo-molecular effect, the counterflow of vapour due to

filmcreep and to the delay time), while on the other hand the changes in the

effective low temperature vapour volume do not become prohibitively large.

The measuring results obtained with the above device will be presented in

chapter III. With a Töppler system accurately known (~±0.2%) amounts of

helium could be admitted to the system via both the filling lines. The accuracy

of the measured pressure differences with the MKS baratron device was shown by

El Samahy [6] not to exceed 0.5% of the deflection. At small deflections this

accuracy is limited by the reproducibility to 0.1% full scale deflection, which

rules out the possibility to determine 6 accurately from the pressure for the

thicker films near the lowest temperature of 1.20K; as will be shown in chapter

III, in this region S could be obtained from the measured capacities instead.

In the other regions, corrections for the remaining thermo-molecular pressure

differences are still necessary, becoming more important the lower the temper-

ature and the thicker the film, since then AP becomes very small. Attempts
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failed to eliminate this effect very directly by the use of a separate reference

bath, immersed in the main bath, but connected to one side of the pressure gauge

via tubes identical to those forming the filling lines (F.L. in fig.II.3).

The results did not reproduce very well and could therefore not be used. The

required corrections have been applied afterwards instead, by filling the

oscillator at the end of each sequence of measurements at a given temperature,

right to saturation *. The measured residual pressure difference should be

equal to the thermomolecular difference AP , . All values of AP already

registered during the previous measurements, are then corrected by AP ,

(corrections for the variations with pressure, obtained according to the Weber-

Schmidt prescription [8], were not significant). In this way the small devi-

ation due to the hydrostatic pressure difference between filling line and bath

has effectively been eliminated at the same time. With respect to the measure-

ment of the pressure amplitudes during the Helmholtz oscilations, it was found

_2
that the resolution was limited to 10 Pa due to the fluctuations in the bath

temperature. This temperature is stabilized by a feed-back system between a

Germanium thermometer and a heater controlled by a cryobridge model S 72 ** .

Finally it is remarked that we have not made use of a capacitive pressure

transducer operating at low temperatures, which at first sight would not suffer

It may be of interest to mention that during this process Taaonis

oscillations [7] were frequently observed on the measured pressure (and temper-

ature) of a filmreservoir. They occurred during the first few minutes

following the addition of another lot of helium via the filling line of the

particular reservoir. In this time interval bulk liquid is presumably present

somewhere in this filling line.

** This unit is produced by Nucl. Phys. Inst., Prague, Csechoslovakia.
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from all the complicating effects discussed above. The main reasons were that

such a transducer needs recalibration every time it has been wanned up to room

temperature. For calibration at low temperatures the filmcreep and thermo-

molecular effects come back into play. An additional complication will arise

by filmformation on the low-temperature membrane of the transducer, affecting

the measured capacities because of the dielectric permittivity of the film.
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS WITH THE THIN-FILM OSCILLATOR.

In the previous chapter the main quantities to be measured with the

isothermal Helmholtz oscillator were listed. In this chapter the results of

these measurements will be reported and analysed. Some of the measurements were

performed with both the spaces A and B filled with powder, the other with only

space A filled (see fig. II.2). Data were taken at the bath temperatures 1.20 K,

1.45 K and 1.70 K, except that 6 was determined at more temperatures in this

region.

The results can be divided into two groups. Firstly, the data concerning

the equilibrium properties of the oscillator, such as:

- the measurements of the equilibrium pressure for the determination of the

film thickness, as a function of the amount of helium mass supplied to the

oscillator.

- absorption isotherms to determine the surface area of the powder and the

influence of capillary condensation.

Secondly the data on the dynamic properties, yielding quantities relevant for a

two-fluid description within the framework of table I.I:

- 6 (T), the film thickness where onset of the thermo-mechanical effect takes

place.

- Uo(fi.T), the velocity of third sound as it follows from the frequency of
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Standing waves, and from times of flight measurements.

~ ps2^5>T^' t h e a r e a l superfluid density in the film on the inner wall of the

glass tube, obtained both from the Helmholtz oscillations (via eq. 11.10) and

from the third-sound velocity (via eq. 11.18). Special attention will be

given to the factor (-^-—)T appearing in eq. (11.10).

~ v
sm(

5»T)» t h e maximum attainable transport velocity of the superfluid compo-

nent on the glass during a Helmholtz oscillation.

- Fg(6,T), some information on the friction force in the film as a function of

the masstransport'observed during the decays either to equilibrium or to an

oscillation.

The results will be evaluated in this chapter but some more general conclusions

will be postponed until chapter V.

Ill.1. Measurements of the onset of the thermo-medhanioal effect.

The start of a sequence of measurements for the case of TQ = 1.45 K and

geometry version A is illustrated in fig. III.l. In this figure recorder traces

are shown of the capacity ACj, of the pressure difference between the

filmreservoir Rj and the bath, APRJ = Pgat - p R 1 (see eq. 11.20), and of a small

temperature difference ATj between the inner plate of Rj and the heliumbath

imposed only for the purpose of measuring 6on. The behaviour of these variables

is shown after one discrete amount of 4He is supplied to R2 at t = 0. Before

t = 0 the heater is switched on while the oscillator is empty, so

&PR1 = 6PR2 = Psat' a n d b y definiti0I>» ACj = 0 . The filling of mass into R2 at

first only causes a small temporary disturbance in the bath temperature and

therefore in ATj. At the same time the pressure in R2 (indicated by the square

symbols in the figure) attains almost the saturated value, but not before t = 17
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minutes mass starts to arrive in Ry. From the sudden raise in ACj it follows

that film liquid is being formed, which does not show on the pressure since, in

accordance with eqs. (I.I and 2) no significant increase in pressure is required

for the formation of the first two layers. AT, is first enhanced by the

corresponding heat of condensation before it sharply drops to a much lower

value, which shows that the heat conduction by the vapour becomes effective.

After a few minutes also a significant increase in PRj is observed,

time
60 min 80

Fig. III.l. Recorder tvaaee of AC,, -AP = p . - p and AT, as observed

after the addition of a diearete amount of helium into Ü2, at Tg = 1.45 K.

Tlie three square symbols indicate PRS, plotted at the same scale as PRj. At

t = 0, AC = 0 and PR, = 0 with Pea^ = 36? Pa. The broken line identifies

the moment of onset in flj.
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and ATj lowers somewhat further with a second step, which can only be ascribed

to the vapour again. The two steps in the heat conduction through the vapour are

most likely both due to the transition out of the Knudsen regime, the second one

occuring in the powder where the characteristic length is a few um. The moment

the pressure starts building up considerably, consequently the rate of film

formation slows down as is shown by the capacity trace. For about half an hour

the filling of Rj then continues whithout Pjg being significantly reduced in

accordance with the fact that from the thick film present in R2 much film liquid

can be removed with only a small reduction of Pj^ (see eqs. I.I and 2).

For the explanation of all the above phenomena no enchanced mobility in the

film is thus required. The decrease of ATj down to zero, however, that is shown

to take place in the time interval between t = 60 and 75 minutes, must be

identified as the onset of an enhanced mobility in the film; it demonstrates the

onset of the thermo-mechanical effect as discussed In section 1.4.6, the flow

impedance for the vapour in the reservoir being very small.

In order to determine the film thickness at onset, 6 , the moment of onset

is defined here as the point of inflection at the AT, versus time curve. As is

seen in fig. III.l the changes in pressure in Rj take place very gradually so

that quasi-steady equilibrium between film and vapour in this reservoir should

easily be maintained. From the pressure at onset in Rj which, as discussed in

chapter II. 1, is generally found to be largely independent of the substrate

material, the 6 in the tube can be deduced with eqs. (I.I and 2) for glass. It

is pointed out that some verification of the above suppositions can be obtained

from the values of AC, at onset, which can be compared with the equilibrium

*The value for AP . as read from fig. III.l at the moment of onset needs to be

Qovreated for the thermo-moleaular pressure difference us described in Ch. II.5,

to yield AP™.
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relations for thicker films discussed in section III.2. Finally it is remarked

that near t = 80 minutes Pjg has been reduced after all due to the removal of

helium from this reservoir.

The values for Pon(T) found in this experiment coincide indeed (see

Ch.II.l) very nicely with those reported by several other authors using

different substrates [1,2,3]. We therefore chose to plot the onset temperatures

as a function of the equivalent film thickness on glass, as it is derived

from P Rj. In fig. III.2 the results are given. Most of these point« were taken

during one sequence of measurements, performed in the way described below. At

To = 1.09 K the procedure as discussed above and illustrated in fig. III.l is

followed, but only just enough helium necessary to reach onset in Rj is supplied

to R2- After the onset film thickness is determined at this temperature, the

bath temperature is raised by AT = 0.1 K. Because of the much higher saturated

vapour pressure the film thickness in R, will be reduced to below 6On(T HAT).
1 o

Now again just enough mass is added to be able to observe 60n(T HAT) and the
o

procedure is repeated to yield the data in fig. III.2. The recorder traces of

PRj and AT. as taken during such a measurement at TQ = 1.41 K are shown in fig.

III.3. At t = 0 the mass is added to R2. It can be noticed from figs. III.l and
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Fig. III. 2. The relation between

temperature and film thickness

at the moment of the onset of

filmflow due to the thevmo-

meahanioal effect.
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I i I
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time

Fig. III. 3. Recorder traces of Pm and hi. at TQ = 1.41 K during the

sequence of measurements of 60n(T). Between the subsequent steps the zero

of AT. is determined by switching off the heater.

3 that ATj decreases down to zero along an s-shaped curve with a very long tail,

as was also observed in ref. [4], In fig. III.3 for instance, AT, is still 5 %

of its initial value when the film thickness has increased already by an

estimated 0.1 nm beyond 6 .

III.2. The calibration of the equilibrium properties of the oscillator.

In a region just beyond 6on the mobility of the film is still insufficient to

establish equilibrium in the system in a reasonably short time, as is

demonstrated in figs. III.l and 3.

By adding more helium the mobility of the film increases and shortly equilibrium

can be realized. Initially due to the residual friction a decay directly to

equilibrium is observed. On adding still more helium the decays result in Helm-

holtz oscillations around the equilibrium state instead. The discussion of these
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Helmholtz oscillations, as well as third-sound phenomena that appeared, will be

postponed until following sections of this chapter.

From the film thickness on where equilibrium in the oscillator is first

realized, we have measured the equilibrium relations between the total amount of

mass filled in the system Mtot, the resulting pressure of the vapour in the

system PQ, and the increase in capacitance of both capacitors with respect to

their values when empty, AC.(i = 1 or 2). Such calibrations were carried out for

both versions of the thin-film oscillator.

25-
M

(10"6kg)
20|-

15-

10-

1 1

- M t o t a t T 0 =
° M/ To=
o M, V
4 Mf Tg =

-

i i i

1.45 K J "
1.45 K /
1.20K /
1.7OK L "

A "
7 °

I 1 I

3 4 , 5
6(nm)

Fig. III.4. The helium nose in the oscillator plotted ae a function of 6

for To = 1.45 K is indiaated by full symbols. The adsorption isotherms of

the powder in the two reservoirs are given by open symbols.
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In fig. III.A a plot is shown of M t o t versus film thickness on the glass

(derived from Po) for version A at To » 1.45 K. From these quantities, together

with the effective cold-vapour volume of the oscillator, determined formerly in

a separate experiment to be 4.1 x 10 m , the amount of liquid on the

powder, Mj,can be calculated (see Ch. II.1). The adsorption isotherm obtained in

this way, plotted as a function of 5 instead of PQ, is also shown in fig. III.4,

and MJJ is found to be proportional to S upto 6 = 2.5 nm. A similar behaviour is

found for version (A + B) and within the measuring accuracy both Isotherms

appear to be independent of temperature. The effective glass-equivalent

filiusurface area of the powder can therefore be deduced from the slopes of the

straight lines. Data for both versions are given in table III.l. For films

thicker than 2.5 nm, the effective surface area increases with 6 due to

capillary condensation of helium liquid between the powder grains. The fact that

the surface tension is largely independent of temperature [5] explains the

observed temperature independence of the isotherms in this region.

The behaviour of Mj as a function of the capacitance is illustrated in fig.

III.5 where half of the total amount of liquid in the oscillator, which is

approximately equal to the amount of liquid in each reservoir,

MÄ1 = MA2 = * M«. • (ULI)

is plotted as a function of ACj. The curves, again independent of TQ, are

straight (stressed by broken lines) upto AC = 0.1 pF, and the relation becomes

non-linear only far beyond the region where the capillary condensation becomes

significant (AC = 0.03 pF). Apparently the caplcitors cannot descriminate

between the film liquid and bulk, implying random storage of both film- and bulk
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01 AC^pF) 0-2

Fig. ITI.S. The amount of liquid \ M^ = M^, plotted as a function of the

increase in capacitance of Ä^. Fov both versions the equilibrium values of

AC, were about 10 % laaev than those of AC,.

liquid . A closer look in the qualitative behaviour of the sensitivities of the

capacitors, as shown in fig. III.5 is given in Appendix A. The data on the

capacitors are collected in the next subsection.

In principle all the equilibrium quantities can be derived from the results

for the two independently measured quantities Po and AC. as functions of M t o t,

presented in fig. III.4 and III.5. The relation between 6 and ACj is displayed

in fig. III.6, and, as could be expected from the two former figures, it is

*It implies also that the dieleotvio permittivity of the film at the

measuring frequency of 5 kHz does not differ significantly from the bulk

value, a finding that does not seem self-evident in view of the nature of

the van der Waals fovces, see Ch. 1.2.
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found to be independent of temperature [6]• Moreover in the thin film region a

linear relation is of course observed, changing to a rather steep increase in

capacitance for higher film thicknesses, caused by capillary condensation. As

was pointed out in Ch. II.5 it appeared that the resolution of the pressure

measurement of To = 1.20 K is not sufficient to determine 6 in the thick-film

region. The unique relation 6 «-»• AC, of fig. III.6 established at larger

thicknesses only for the temperature 1.45 K and 1.70 K, was therefore used to

derive 6 at To = 1.20 K from AC, for the region where the pressure measurement

failed.

Finally it is shown by fig. III.6 that the relation between AC?n(T) and

S°n(T) obtained from the measurements of the previous section fits nicely on the
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Fig. III.S. The film thickness 6 versus the capacity AC.. Data for

6 > 2.7 nm at TQ = 1.20 K are not given but this plot ie used for

calibration of & in this region. The onset data for version A and

T = 1.09 K, 1.20 K, 1.46 K and 1.70 K ape marked with arosses.
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curve of fig. III.6. By this finding the assumption that quasi-static

equilibrium prevails in the reservoir Rj is justified, at least in surpassing

the onset point.

III.2.I Data on the eapaeitive volume transduaevs.

In table III.l data on the identically constructed capacitors and their

behaviour as film volume transducers are compiled. These data will be discussed

in this subsection.

The capacitors, filled with diamond powder (relative permittivity e = 5.7), are

calibrated at helium temperatures, at room temperature their values are usually

about 3 pF higher. The way the powder is stacked will have a strong influence on

the resulting values of the capacitances, as is demonstrated in appendix A,

where for two extreme cases the capacities are calculated. It is shown in table

III.l that the measured values fall almost within this calculated range.

In appendix A also the sensitivity dC./dMj . of the capacitors for changes

in the amount of filmliquid present between the plates is derived. Again the two

extreme models of stacking both the powder and the film are considered. The

quantities dC./dM». for small amounts of helium in the reservoirs are of course

constants and, in agreement with the experimental results given in fig. III.5,

the sensitivities measured fall within the range calculated in appendix A. The

origin of the non-linear behaviour at higher filling fractions is also explained

in the appendix.

In order to obtain the resolution in the film thickness we remark that from the

values of dC./dM^. in the region where no capillary condensation is yet present,

dC./d6 would follow if the surface areas of the powder were known. Only the

"glass-equivalent" surface area can be deduced from the slopes of the M, versus

6 curves (e.g. for version A fig. III.4), i.e. the surface area one would obtain
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version

capacitor

nip (10~3 kg)

a
P

C measured at
helium temperatures

(pF)

C calculated
(pF)

i measured

^li (pF kg"1)

dCi calculated
mii (pF kg"1)

glass-equivalent
surface area per
reservoir (mz)

resolution
in 6
(m)

A+B

Cl C2

1,9

0,40

75 71

70-115

1.5xl04 l.AxlO*

(2.0-1.0M04

6.0

1.45xlO"13

A

Cl C2

0,54

0,42

68 65

70-100

3.4xlO4 3.1xlO4

(4.6-2.2)10A

1.6

2.7xlO"13

Table III.l. Data on the capacitors, m is the amount of powder in each

reservoir, a. is the filling factor of the powder inside the capacitor

(p = 3.15xl03kgm~3).
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if the film thickness on the powder were the same as the one on glass« In the

version (A+B) this surface area is determined to be 3.1 m per gram powder and

in the version A 2.8 m per gram, a non-significant difference in view of the

accuracy. With the resolution in capacitance of 2 x 10~° pF (see Ch. II.4), and

with 3C./36, the resolution in glass-equivalent film thickness is computed for

thin films and is given in table III.l. The numbers show that in the case of

version A, for instance, a change in 6 of one thousandth of a layer (one layer

is 0.36 nm thick) can be distinguished! With respect to the observed specific

glass-equivalent surface area of the powder it is remarked that, if the diamond

grains are thought to be spheres with radius r (= 1.25 x 10 m, see Ch. II.A)

the real surface area would be 3/(rp ) = 0.68 m per gram, a factor of four

smaller than the observed glass-equivalent surface areas. Apart from the

difference in the van der Waals constant this discrepancy may be caused by the

non-sphericity of the powder leading to smaller radii of curvature. The surface

area of this diamond powder was also determined with Krypton adsorption

measurements [7] using the well-known BET method [8] including the Hüttig

correction [9]. With this method the surface of one gram of powder was found to

n

be 1 n ± 10%. The discrepancy between the results from the helium adsorption

isotherms (that are found to be internally consistent for different temperatures

and fillings of diamond powder) and those from the Krypton adsorption isotherms

can hardly be attributed to the unknown van der Waals constant of diamond, which

then would have to be a factor of about 30 larger than for glass, but may be

caused by the rather unphysical character of the BET suppositions.
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III.3 The Helrriholtz oscillations.

III.3.1 The measurements.

When a sufficient amount of helium is admitted into the oscillator it is

eventually observed that the decays in the pressure and capacitance of the

reservoirs terminate in regular oscillations around the equilibrium value (fig.

III.7a). In this situation repeated measurements can be done by disturbing

equilibrium with one of the heaters; due to the short thermal time constant of

the reservoirs (see Ch.II.4) isothermal conditions are soon re-established and

again a decay towards an oscillation is observerd (fig. III.7b).

Fig. III. 7a. Recorder traces of the capacitance and the pressure of Rj

after an additional amount of helium is admitted to the oscillator. The

decay results in a Helrriholtz oscillation.
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To = 1.20 K
60=3.80nm

10 20 30
time (min)

Fig. III. 7b. Recorder traces of the capacitance and pressure as measured in

#2 of a decay towards a Helrhholtz oscillation. In this case the decay is

created by the heater in E2 operated between t = 0 and t - 3 min. Notice

that this disturbance causes Pj andbC. to increase.

The relevant quantities of the oscillations are the period of oscillation T „ ,
H

the maximum amplitudes AC.„ and AP™ (concluded from the first complete

oscillation performed after a decay) and tin damping. Repeated measurements at a

given combination of the equilibrium quantities Po and T o yield reproducible

amplitudes in which the decays result. In fig. III.8 the period T D and the
n

maximum amplitudes AC™H and AP™H are plotted* as a function of film thickness

*Proper corrections for the phase difference between pressure and capacitance>

observed for thin films at lower temperatures have been applied (see Ch. II. 5).
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A+B

TH(sec)

500
T=1.20K

T=1.45K

- 5

AC1H

H04pF)

AC«
(10"4pF)

ACÄ
(104pF)

U 5
6|nm)

I 5
ölnml

Fig. III.8. Re8itlte of the Helmholtz oeoillation measurements. The periods
TH (o) together with the maximum amplitudes of the oscillations in the
pressure AP (̂A) and in the aapaaitanae AC°j(O) are plotted as a function of
film thickness 6. All the amplitudes are measured in Rj except that for
version (A + B) the pressure amplitudes at TQ = 1.20 K and 1.45 K have
unfortunately only been obtained for Rs.
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for the three different temperatures and both versions of the device. It appears

Cthat T„ and AC.„ are monotonously increasing functions of 6, while on the other

hand APiH vanishes also at thick films as all the isothermal pressure

variations do (see eqs. (I.I and 1.2) and Ch. II.2.2).

Although damping of the Helmholtz oscillations was clearly observed,

quantitative data are hard to derive from the measurements. During the first few

periods the damping was found to be non-linear, while in view of the lenghts of

the periods (being in the order of ten minutes) it is rather impractical to

collect extensive data on the apparently linear damping resulting afterwards.

For thicker films the latter becomes very small and is then presumably caused by

Robinson damping in the reservoirs [10]. About the decays preceeding the

oscillations it is remarked that the tendency, already observed at the non-

oscillatory decays, is continued; for increasing 6 the curvta straighten more

and more, while their slopes become steeper. These slopes always remain larger

than the maximum slope during the following oscillation.

In the next subsection the analysis of the periods of the Helmholtz oscillations

in terms of the two-fluid description of table I.I is presented. The problems

arising when analysing some of the dissipative effects, namely the decays and

the maximum attainable amplitudes will be postponed until section III.5.

III.3.2. Deduction of the areal superfluid density from the Helmholtz

oscillations.

In Ch. II.2 the relation (11.10) between the areal superfluid density in

the tube, Pgo»
 an<* the angular frequency of the isothermal Helmholtz oscilla-

tion, (IL,, is derived for a symmetric oscillator to be:

(m-2>
To
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It is seen that in order to deduce p _ from the period of the Helmholtz
3MR

 s 2

oscillations, the quantity (—;—) as it prevails during the oscillations,
3ßR T0

must be known.

This dynamic quantity can be developed as

(III.3)

Pv0 L~~3C~* "3PJ-, I S T P V 0 " pv0 l-~3C~'ln, * APT " R T T P V 0
TQ 0 TQ H 0

in which the mass in the reservoir is split up into the relevant contributions

of the liquid and the vapour, ("gp-JT is replaced by the ratio of the variations
0

of capacitance and pressure and VI is the effective volume of a reservoir.
K

For VI we take
K

VR - VR + * T Cc* " *Vosc

2 —fi *i

where the small term i irr I = 4.1 x 10 m is added to account approximately for

the variation of the vapour density in the tube.

Since the dynamical values (~gn~JT cannot be obtained, the static values as

they follow from the calibration represented by fig. III.5 will be used.

Before the results for p „ will be presented, it is pointed out that in

general for thicker films (6 > 2.7 nm) it is dangerous to use equilibrium values

for the dynamical quantities. This statement is clearly demonstrated by fig.

Til.9 where a comparison is made between the directly measured values for the
3ßi?nt 3flj[nt AP

slope (—g£-) and (—gg—) = - — ̂ g— . Coinciding for films thinner than
st dyn vO H

2.7 nm, the curves of these quantities are seen to diverge strongly in the

thick-film region. This discrepancy cannot be explained by, for instance, a

possible systematic error in the determination of the static pressure
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6 (nm)

Fig. III. 9. (-
,int

d?l st.mt

•) and (dß
1

dC,
-) as functions of film thickness for
dyn

version A. ((^-7=—) is determined from a plot of PQ versus AC •) The

static and the dynamiaal values diverge for $ > '2.7 nm, in the same region
where the capillarity of helium-liquid between the powder is significant
(see figs. III.4 and 6). A similar behaviour ixt.6 observed for the version
(A+B).
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difference APQ = P g a t - PQ (see eq. 11.20). We have a strong confidence In the

values of AP_ because of the good internal consistency between the data

presented in section III.2; they yield values of 6, for instance, which obey a

unique relationship independent of temperature with AC, (see fig. III.6).

Neither can this effect be caused by thermal effects In the two reservoirs, not

only because no temperature variations were seen at the thermometers in the

capacitors but, more strongly, the Helmholtz oscillations in this region are

almost undamped. Since the discrepancy, however, is apparent only in the region

where capillarity between the powder grains plays a role, (see for instance

figs. III.4 and 6) it is suggested that the latter effect can be held

responsible. It may then be due to hysteretic effects caused by the presence of

"bottle necks" in the powder, i.e. constrictions through which small enclosures

are connected with the environment; when such bottles fill up at a certain

pressure, they will only empty again at a somewhat lower pressure. In view of

the small pressure amplitudes of the Helmholtz oscillations, part of the full

bottles will therefore not participate in the mass exchange, leading to the

9ß*nt

larger dynamical values for (—57;—)T • We have not succeeded in obtaining hard
o

experimental evidence in support of the above hypothesis, although sometimes a

small redistributions of film liquid between the two reservoirs, induced by one

of the heaters, has been registered by the capacities.

In view of the above discussion the use of the equality

3M£ 3M,.

In eq. (III.3) needs perhaps some further justification. The main support for

the validity of eq. (III.5) is supplied by the discussion in section III.2.1

where it is concluded from fig. III.5 that the capacitors do not distinguish
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bulk from film liquid, at least below AC,- 0.1 pF (6 ~ 4.0 nm for version A).

In fig. III.10 the absolute values of the areal superfluid density on the

glass, p », as obtained with eqs. (III.2 and 3) from the recorded oscillations
A CH

are collected as a function of the film thickness 6. Since only the ratio ^==

and not the maximum values of the amplitudes are required, more oscillations

than presented in fig. III.8 have been used. The solid lines in fig. III.10

represent pg(T) 6, where pg(T) is the superfluid density in bulk helium. These

lines run almost in parallel to the data, as is stressed by the broken lines

drawn with the bulk slope but at a distance optimally matching the data. A
Psf

similar behaviour for-JJ- (6,T), as is given by eq. (1.26), was observed by

Rudnick et al. [12] with their adiabatic third-sound measurements.

The location of the broken lines in fig. III.10 do not fully agree with

Rudnick's values for D(T). The finding in fig. III.10 that an TQ = 1.70 K the

pg2 data have a somewhat steeper slope than the bulk line has, has very recently

also been demonstrated by Maps and Hallock [13] who reported results of

measurements on the residual friction for steady flow in thinner films, yielding

relative values of the areal superfluid density as a function of 6 at constant

temperatures (see eqs. 1.28 and 29).

K T
Also the onset values pg^ *(T) as predicted by Kosterlitz and Thouless [14]

(see eq. (1.31)) are indicated in fig. III.10, using horizontal lines, and the

onset film thickness 6 measured in the thin-film oscillator (see section

III.l) by vertical ones. The remarkable feature is emphasized that at all three

temperatures their points of intersection lie almost on the extrapolation of the

PS2 data, which renders a strong support to the applicability to the K.T. two-

dimensional picture to the very thin helium films.

As is clear from the measurements, the smallest film thicknesses where

Helmholtz oscillations can be made visible are much larger than 6on. This cannot

be the result of over-critical damping by the vapour. Not only are the damping
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(107kg m2»

1

T0 = 1.20K

6(nm)

Fig. III.10. The absolute values of the areal superfluid density of the
film in the tube, p plotted as a function of <s for three different
temperatures. Also 8on (T) and the predicted (eq. (1.31)) p ^ * values at
onset are indicated.
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rates as they follow from eq.(II.9)for all three temperatures far too low, but,

as can be seen from data in fig. III.8, the oscillations disappear because their

amplitudes go to zero while their frequencies remain finite. In this connection

it is remarked that also the third-sound phenomenon, to be discussed in the next

section, becomes heavily attenuated in this same region of 6(T). Friction forces

in the film most therefore be responsible. A discussion of this friction

phenomenon occuring in the region of enhanced mobility for 6>& will be given

in section III.5.

Finally it is remarked that in fig. III.10 for TQ = 1.20 K some error bars

are drawn. The uncertainty of 6 arises from the finite reproducibility of the

AP« measurements (see Ch. II.5), and from the uncertainty in the ACj*+ 6

relation used for larger film thicknesses (see section III.2 and fig. III.6).

The error bars for p , are brought about by the noise on the pressure

amplitudes AP. and by some uncertainty in the determination of T H and
3M£1

of -r^— at thick films. It was checked for version A that p o data obtained from
oLj Si

the oscillations in each reservoir separately coincide well with each other

within the measuring accuracy, even though a significant asymmetry in the

amplitudes was observed. Data obtained at TQ = 1.45 K in the earlier experiments

with version (A + B) and given in fig. III.8 could not be analysed due to a

similar asymmetry, since only AP2H(t) and ACjH(t) were registered.

III.4.Isothermal third sound.

In this section a study of third-sound phenomena as they take place in the

long and narrow glass tube, will be presented. The speed of propagation of third

sound,Uß, can only be determined in roughly the same region of film thickness

where also the Helmholtz oscillations are observed.

In section II.3 it is derived that isothermal third sound in the confined



geometry of the long and narrow capillary will propagate with a speed 113 (see

eq. (11.18))

2
(III.6)

In which the effective density in the film, introduced to account for the

influence of the vapour, is (eq. (11.15))

r P „ M. ,ointc vo 4 ,da ^
(peff

(III.7)

In the preceeding section the absolute values of the areal superfluid density on

glass, p 2(6,1) were found and they can be used in this section to calculate u-j

with the above equations for comparison with the experimental results of U3.

III.4.1 Measurements and results.

As described previously (Ch. 1.6, Ch. II.1 and II.3) the velocity of third

sound in the glass capillary of the Helmholtz oscillator can be measured in two

ways. Firstly, the times of flight of long pulses travelling from one capacitor

to the other can be determined. These pulses are created by heating the inner

plate of one of the capacitors for only a few seconds. Such a disturbance sends

a positive pulse towards the other reservoir, where its arrival can be

registered by monitoring the capacitance, since the pulse will dump twice its

mass in this reservoir due to the large surface area of the powder [15]. The

reflected pulse will of course have the opposite sign.

In the second method standing waves of third sound are used, usually

superimposed on a Helmholtz oscillation. These standing waves, always dominated

by their fundamental mode k = ir/Jl, can be created in various ways, and sometimes
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they even arise spontaneously (presumably caused by small fluctuations in the

bath temperature). Host of the times they are created by distubing very briefly

the bath temperature during a Helmholtz oscillation (see the recorder traces of

fig. III.11). The pressure trace shows the disturbance, and the capacity trace

the resulting standing wave in its fundamental mode. By recording many periods

T_, the speed U3 can be determined accurately from

u- - — . (III.8)
3 x3

The knowledge that the observed third-sound oscillation manifests itself in the

10 20
time (min)

30

Fig. III.11. Recorder traces of the pressure and the aapaeitance during a

Heimholte oscillation. At the moment indicated by the vertical dotted line,

the bath temperature is briefly disturbed which results in a standing wave

of third sound (only visible on the capacity trace) superposed on a Helm-

holts oscillation.
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fundamental mode stems from the comparison with the observed times of flight

being T,/2; furthermore the corresponding oscillations in both capacities appear

to be in phase. On the recorder trace registering the pressure a third-sound

wave was almost never visible (see for instance fig. III.11). This can be

understood because the noise amplitude is of competing magnitude, and moreover

the delay time caused by the flow impedance in the narrow filling lines

considerably reduces the amplitude to be measured with the pressure gauge, much

more than it does in the case of the Helmholtz oscillations (see Ch. II.5).

In fig. III.12 (full symbols) the measured u^ is plotted as a function of

the film thickness for the three bath temperatures. The somewhat large spread in

the results at TQ = 1.70 K for 6 lower than about 3 nm is caused by the fact

that friction in the film becomes important, also for the third-sound

phenomenon. Therefore only the pulse method can be used and, due to dispersion,

already at the first reflection the moment of arrival cannot be determined

accurately. This accuracy is soon lost altogether when going to thinner films.

The values of T, are found to be in the order of thirty seconds, large

enough to assume that quasi-steady equilibrium is maintained locally between

film and vapour in the capillary (see eq. (1.12)) so that the relations (II.6

and II.7) should be applicable. In fig. III.12 the open symbols indicate U3Q

(see eq. (1.17)) defined as

2 ps2 f3fl
lnS

u = ( ^2
u30= ~ (a«^6 (

o

as a function of 6, calculated from the p g 2 values obtained from the Helmholtz

osculations (fig. III. 10). The solid curves in fig. III. 12 are smoothly drawn

through the u 3 0 data. With eqs. (III.6) and (III.7) and p = p f these solid lines

can be converted into the broken ones showing the predicted values of the

isothermal third-sound velocity U3 in the long and narrow glass capillary used.
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Slnm)

Fig. III.12. The third-sound velocity us as measured in the long and narrow

capillary (full symbols) plotted as a function of & for three temperatures.

The open symbols indicate Ugg data (eq. (III.9)) calculated from the

Heltrholtz oscillations. By using eqs. (III.6 and 7) the smooth lines dream

through these data are converted into the broken lines. These calculated

values for Ug nicely coincide with the measured velocities of isothermal

third sound.
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It is noted that the uj values as calculated from p „ coincide nicely with the

U3 as measured. This very significant result shows that the Helmholtz

oscillations and the third sound observed in the isothermal thin-film oscillator

are described in an internally consistent way. This means that the two-fluid

description as presented in chapters I and II is applicable. It implies at the

same time that the values for p ,(P ,T ) and 6(P ,T ) are essentially correct.

Finally two other remarks on this isothermal third sound will be made. The

Doppler shift on uj due to a transport velocity of the superfluid component in

the film v g 0 ^ 0, can be calculated using the same method as applied in section

1.4.5.

The massbalance now reads as

3v' S Ä aj.

whereas the equation of motion is of course unaltered with respect to eq.

(1.19). The Doppler-shifted third-sound velocity is then found to be:

psvso \ / 2 . r/eff ,. psvso,2 , T T T .,.V U 3 I("V '^ *
In the next section it will be shown that the transport velocities vgo do not

exceed 0.6 m s , about 5 to 10% of U3. In the determination of the time of

flight of one pulse from C^ to C2 the resolution is found to be too small to

detect this shift. In the standing waves the Doppler shift is a second order

1

effect in vgo, and is accordingly never observed.
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As can be seen in fig. III.ll, it is difficult to analyse the amplitude of

the standing waves quantitatively. Nevertheless it is clear that the damping

decreases with increasing film thickness and with decreasing temperature, which

is qualitatively in accordance with eq. (11.19).

III.5 Dissipative effects in the film itself.

In this section a brief discussion will be given of the evidence on

frictional effects in the film itself as it is provided by the present

experiments. As was already pointed out in subsection III.3.2, such friction

must play a dominating role during the decays towards equilibrium (illustrated

by the example presented in fig. III.13) or towards Helmholtz oscillations

(figs. III.7a and b) in which case it also determines the related maximum

attainable amplitudes.

Friction in the film has been incorporated in the two-fluid description by the

introduction of an areal friction-force density F into the equation of motion

for the superfluid, eq. (1.5). The AHNS-theory [16], supported by recent

experiments [13] yield for F the form given by eqs. (1.28) and (1.29)
s

Fs = -a(6,T) vs' (III.12)

with

n(6,T) = 2 (111.13)

and a(<S,T) an as yet unspecified adjustable parameter.

For filmflow along a uniform flowpath the situation is thus very similar to

that encountered in the experiments on isothermal gravitational superfluid flow
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I I

To =1.71 K

60=2.03nm
Alg=88.3Pa

pF

1Pa

I

It.
I

10 20 30 40
time (min)

Fig. ITI.l 3. Recorder traces shouting a deoay at a film thickness just below

the oscillatory region. Registered, are the aapaaitanee in Rj and *^e

pressure in R?i for version (A+B). The decay is initiated by the heater in

R2, switched on from t=0 until t=12 min. At t=0 the pressure P2 is seen to

jump to a much higher value, and mass is transported towards R^, as is

noticed somewhat later in the other reservoir by C^. At b=12 min., P2 falle

accordingly to a lower value than Pg, emitting a negative "pulse" which is

subsequently registered by C^ and bP as a smooth decay back to

equilibrium.

in very .long U-tubes by Hartoog et al. [17]. The observed decays of an imposed

level difference and the subsequently resulting U-tube oscillations of small

amplitudes, could be very well described by the introduction of a phenomeno-

logical superfluid friction-force density of the form of eq. (III.12) with the
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exponent n + 1 « 6. It follows from eq. (111.13) that for the film n + 1 > 3,

Increasing from onset, to become larger than ~6 In the region where Helmholtz

oscillations are first observed (see the data of Fig. III.10). Qualitatively

eqs. (III.12 and 13) could thus very well account for the observed behaviour in

the oscillatory region, where also the vapour contribution to the masstransport,

obviously absent in the case of bulkflow, is still of minor importance. A severe

quantitative test cannot be made, however, In view of the unspecified values for

the quantity a in eq. (III.12), together with the rather large

exponents n+1 which will always lead to an almost straight decay characteristic.

Equations (III.12 and 13) do not explain and even seem to be in

contradiction with the premature disappearance of the oscillations in the film

thickness region far beyond 6 , where vapour transport still cannot be held

responsible (see subsection III.3.2). This discrepancy is supported by the

finding that computer fits for the decays in this region (e.g. fig. III.13) do

indeed yield far too low values for n.

This apparent contradiction does not mean at all that the theory underlying

eqs. (III.12 and 13) is necessarily wrong, it seems more plausible that it is

caused by non-uniformities in the flowpath. The frictional phenomena in the

filmflow will be largely determined by the weakest links. Such weak links are

not likely to occur in the glass tube where the film can be expected to be

highly uniform, but this cannot be said with certainty for the filmflow in the

powder where severely weak connections might be present.

In fact there is some experimental evidence in support of this suspicion

when one compares the corresponding decays (i.e. for the same values of 6 and T)

observed in the two versions of the device. In fig. III.14 such a comparison is

presented for To = 1.70 £, where for both devices superfluid velocities are

plotted versus the film thickness as observed in the oscillatory regions. Two
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sets of data can be distinguished, namely those obtained from the slopes of the

pressure decays at a fixed value of the pressure difference between the

reservoirs (i.e. at a fixed "driving force") and those representing the velocity

amplitude during the first oscillation period (calculated with eq. (11.11)).

From this figure a significant difference between the transport velocities for

the two powder fillings in the reservoirs is apparent. This discrepancy is

confirmed by the resultB for the other bath temperatures, and strongly suggests

the presence of different collections of weak links in the two versions.

Since it follows from the latter considerations that the frictional

phenomena in the film are most likely dominated by the weak spots located in the

end volumes it is clear that the present oscillator is not suitable to study the

Vs

m sec"1)

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

I

T0=1.70K

I

I

I

I I

-

a " » „
A »

* —

% ' 1 1

4 5
6(nm)

Fig. III.14. Superfluid transport velocities during deaays at AP =0.67 Pa

(=5.0xl0~H Torr) indicated by upright triangles, and the velocity

amplitudes during the first osaillation period (triangles pointing

downwards), as determined from the pressure measurements, plotted as a

function of film thickness 5 for version A (open triangles) and (A+B)

(closed triangles).
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friction In the film on the glass. We therefore will not present a further, more

thorough analysis of the decay data.

This conclusion does not affect at all ehe results discussed in the former

sections of this chapter, namely the onset of superflow, the periods of the

Helmholtz oscillations and of the third-sound phenomena. The weak links may

influence the observed periods of the Helmholtz oscillations, but in the

analysis we have taken full account of these effects by using the dynamical

values for (3fl£nt /3MR>T .
o
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CHAPTER IV

A THEORY ON THE PROPAGATION OF THIRD SOUND

IN HELIUM FILMS

IV.1 Introduction

In chapter II the important role of the vapour for the propagation of third

sound in thinner films has been demonstrated [I]. The speed and attenuation of

low-frequency isothermal third sound, travelling along a thin film that covers

the inner wall of a narrow tube, could simply be calculated by making some

idealizing assumptions. All dissipative effects were excluded, except for the

viscous transport of vapour along the tube. This implies the rigid assumptions

that c'.ie exchange of mass and energy between the film and the vapour and

between the film and the bath via the substrate occurs fully reversibly, that

the temperature remains constant throughout the system and that quasi-steady

equilibrium is maintained within the cross-sections of the tube. In this chap-

ter the full calculation will be presented without making such simplifying

assumptions. Although the general approach could be used for arbitrary experi-

mental conditions, the calculations will be restricted to the situation en-

countered by the low frequency third sound in the thin-film oscillator. It will

be demonstrated that the idealizing assumptions were justified. Earlier

calculations of speed and attenuation of third sound were presented, first by

Bergman [2] and after that by Verbeek [3]. Their results, however, do not cover

the particular experimental situation treated here, while besides the present

treatment deviates from the earlier ones in some other aspects.
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IV.2 The film equations

The properties of third-sound propagation will be derived from the two-fluid

description presented in table I.I [4]. The assumption that dissipation of wave

energy in the film itself can be totally neglected is thereby implicitely made.

Since during the third-sound phenomenon only small disturbances of the equili-

brium states are involved, the linearized equations can be used, reading as:

Ps2 ?

cf2
T

3v
s

3 t

2-s

3T
3F

= -pf

= -pfs

1

" " pf

36
3t

36
f 3t

V

Tint
JM

Tint— J
s

int
+ s

.sub
~ ü

s

fV V

(mass balance)

(entropy balance)

(equation of motion)

(IV.

(IV.

(IV.

0

2)

3)

Table IV.1 All symbols have theiv usual meaning (see Ch. I), only in analogy

with the areal superfluid density p ., also the aveal specific heat

e„o has been introduced.
I

For a uniform third-sound wave travelling in the x-direction with angular

frequency to and corresponding wave number k, all the above variables V can be

written in the form:

V = VQ + AVe
i(wt - kx)

(IV.4)

where the amplitudes AV are constants, i.e. independent of the coordinate

orthogonal to x, because of symme;-.ry. Equations (IV. 1-3) relate the various

amplitudes to the amplitude of the film thickness A6 = E, according to:
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Tint (IV.5)

AJlnt AJsub (IV.6)

- — APlnt

P
iksfATf V°

(IV. 7)

These three equations are clearly insufficient to solve for all six unknown

amplitudes in terms of E, , and to obtain the all important dispersion relation

for third-sound propagation u(k). Additional relations, accounting for the con-

tact of the film with substrate and vapour have to be derived. In sections

1.4.4. and II.3 this was done by conjecturing intuitively some simplifying

relations , in this chapter they will be derived from the transport properties

In section 1.4.4 eq. (1.6) was replaced by the isothermal conditions

were taken zero. From eq. (IV. 5 and 7) itAZ7 - 0, and AP1"* as well as M^nt

then follows that
2 - ^ - s2 (dtfnt\

u30 k p„ \ dS )

In section II. 3 the conditions b.T = 0 and AP""" - 0 were maintained, but a

and Ay = + u
- "SO p

,int
s2

massflow through the interface is now allowed and is taken as

,int . , 2 RT

w4

RT
•

Idti
•? Yfh

4 4

This assumption implies that the vapour density in every cross-section of the tube

of radius r , remains in local equilibrium with the film thickness, and accounts

for ̂ laminar viscous transport of vapour- along the tube. From eqs. (IV. 5 and 7)

now follows for the phase velocity, attenuation constant a and amplitudes of

the isothermal third-sound:

'(in . a2 ps2
3 2

Vc Pv

*s2
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of vapour and substrate together with the boundary conditions. The calculations

will be restricted to the case of almost isothermal low-frequency third sound

travelling along the inner wall of narrow tubes, as it is encountered in the

present research. It will be shown that the corrections to be applied to the

results of section II.3 are almost negligible.

IV. 3 The transport properties of the substrate

We will first derive the relation by which the entropy current density from

the film into the substrate JgU , as it appears in eqs. (IV.2 and 6), can be

expressed in the film variables, namely in the film temperature T and third-

sound wave number k. This relation will be fully determined by the transport

properties of the substrate together with the boundary conditions on the inner

and the outer surface. From the transport properties only thermal conduction

plays a role, which is gouverned by the linearized transport equation

3T
p c
w w

- K v^T = 0
w w

(IV.8)

(The density p , the specific heat c and thermal conductivity K having their

equilibrium values). Eq. (IV.8) is obeyed by uniform plane temperature waves

T = T + AT
( 0 )e i ( M t " k T x )

w 0 w
(IV.9)

of constant amplitude AT j[ for which

(IV.10)
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i.e. by non-propagating thermal waves of wave number k„. For the geometry of

a hollow tube axially symmetric solutions to eq. (IV.8) of the type

Tw = TQ + ATw(r)e
i(u)t " k x ) (IV. 11)

can be found for arbitrary values of the impressed wavenumber k, the temperature

amplitude varying with the radial distance r according to:

ATw(r) = A j H ^ O ^ r ) + A2H^
2)(krr) (IV. 12)

a linear combination of the two Hankel functions of zeroth order. The radial

wavenumber k equals:

k2 = k2 - k2 (IV.13)

while the constants Aj and A„ cire determined by the boundary conditions.

The amplitude of the radial component of the heat-current density q (r) now

follows from

3AT .. , .

15T = k/w [A!Hf (V> + V l (V> ] • (iv. 14)

We will treat the problem for the case of the boundary conditions at r and R :

Aqr(rc) = K K(AT - A T ^ ) ) (IV. 15a)

Aqr(Rc) = <K(ATw(Rc) - ATJ = KKATw(Rc) (IV. 15b)
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in which K„ is the Kapitza boundary conductance per unit surface area , and

the temperature variation in the medium surrounding the tube AT is taken zero.

With these boundary conditions AJSU , as expressed in AT and k, is then solved

to be

„ .TsubT Q AJs

(IV.16)

IV. 4 The accompanying waves in the vapour

The analogous problem presented by J and J will clearly be somewhat more

complicated in view of the variety of transport mechanisms available in the

vapour. In order to calculate first the wave propagation in the vapour consider

a cylinder of radius r' < r , chosen with its wall just outside the range of
c c

the van der Waals attraction (see fig. IV.1). The effect of the third-sound

wave is to impose periodic boundary conditions at the cylinder wall, by which

For simplicity the Kapitsa conductances between film and substrate

on the one hand and between substrate and bath on the other are taken to be

equal. In fact tnis equality is doubtful but a possible difference aan easily

be incorporated.
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the response of the vapour inside will be fully determined. Only two such

conditions for the two independent thermodynamic variables, e.g. the vapour

density p and the temperature T , are sufficient,

Pv<̂ > - Pvo + V * " "̂

T (r1) = T + AT.e
v c vO 0

i(o)t - kx)

(IV.17a)

(IV.17b)

(.__[_ JL-JL..._

surrounding
medium

W substrate

6 M film

vapour

Fig.IV.1
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They have to be combined with the boundary conditions for the transport

velocity v . In view of the very short range of the van der Waals attraction,

r' can be chosen well within a mean free path of r , close enough to assume

the non-slip conditions

= 0 (IV. 18)

The radial component v (r1), and in fact the complete, axially symmetric,

variation of all five independent vapour variables p , T and v at every

point inside the cylinder, are now fully determined by relations (IV.17-19)

combined with the values of w and k impressed by the film.

In order to obtain expressions in terms of the film-variables for the flows

of mass and entropy through the interface into the vapour, appearing in eqs.

(IV.1 and 2), we will first derive the radial flow densities for mass and

heat in tha vapour, which can be written as:

mvr(r,t) = PvOvvr(?,t) = Amr(r)e
i(ü)t " k x ) (IV.20)

We will start from the linearized transport equations for the five vapour

variables p , T and v . These are formed by the b£

and entropy, together with the equation of motion:

variables p , T and v . These are formed by the balance equation for mass
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3t +p J7.v
vO v

(IV.22)

Tv0

v

Tv0

n 3 V v

pvoTT

•2->

(IV.23)

^ v > = C

(IV. 24)

in which K represents the thermal conductivity and r) and z, respectively the

shear and second viscosity of the vapour. For the equations of state those for

an ideal, mono-atomic gas are assumed:

v v M, ' v ~ 2 M, p M, ' IO~\9p / c M,
4 4 4 v s v 4

(R = 8.31 J/mole K; M, = 4 x 10 kg/mole; c and c the specific heats at

constant volume and pressure respectively; c the ideal speed of adiabatic

sound). The above set of equations can be satisfied by three different plane-

wave solutions of the type given in eq. (IV.26), having constant amplitudes

Ap , AT J and Av (j = I, 2 or 3):
v v v

(IV.26a)

(IV.26b)

A-(j)ei(Ut - k x)
V

(IV.26c)
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These solutions are the longitudinal acoustic and thermal wave (with Av

respectively ^ parallel to the x-direction of propagation) and the

transversal viscous wave (with Av 1 x-axis). In table (IV.2) some relevant

properties of these three basic wave modes have been collected; they are

presented up to first order in the small transport coefficients K , r| and C,

wave mode

a.

attenuation'
rate

A.

characteristic
penetration depth

ATü)

acoustic
(longitudinal)

1 10 1

3 W
2A 4 M4

I 10 I

C1) v
Pv Pv0 c,

cio ° v° C v

thermal
(longitudinal)

overcritical

/ 2K ü
\ _ 1 v I

\ vO p /

^ (2) Avf >
Pv Pv0 c2

ATv2=-T0 c2

viscous
(transversal)

overcritical

/ 2 nv ^

X 3 ' P v 0 W /

.p<3> = 0

AT ( 3 ) = 0
V

Table IV.2. Some properties of the three fundamental wave modes in a mono-

atomia ideal gas. The thermal and the viscous waves are strongly

attenuated and do not propagate.

For axially symmetric waves to propagate in the axial x-direction with impressed

^ of the different variables again

can no longer be constants (as in section IV.3), their variations with the

values for u and k ^ k. the amplitudes

radial distance r will be given by Bessel functions Jn(k .r) or J (k .r) with
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k . given by (cf. eq. (IV.12):

,2 ,2 ,2
krj " kj " k

(IV.27)

In order to meet the boundary conditions as given in eqs. (IV.17-19), super-

positions of such solutions for the three waves are generally required. To be

specific, the general solution will obtain the form:

p (r,d>,x,t) = p + e .£,Ap J„(k .r) (IV.28a)

T (r <f> x t) = T +Tv(r,$,x,t) - T v 0 + e T fk riV rj (IV.28b)

vvx(r,(|>,x,t) = ei ( u t "
j = l vx 0 rj

.r)
j

(IV.28c)

vvr(r,()),x,t) (IV.28d)

v (r,()),x,t) = 0 (IV.28e)

in which the constants in the amplitudes, Ap^J , AT^J and Av J , are again

related according to table (IV.2), and where further

Av
(1) = _ _r± (I)
vr ~ k vvx

(IV.29a)

Av
(2) = _ 2r2 . (2)
vr k vx

(IV.29b)

Av(3) _
vr

k A (3)
k— A v (IV.29c)
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with the boundary conditions (IV.17 and 18) imposed on the general solution

given by eq. (IV.28), the quantities Ap ̂  , AT and Av can be expressed

in the impressed amplitudes Ap~ and AT„, using the relations given in table

IV. 2. By straightforward calculation one finds, up to first order in K , r\

and 5 :
v

2 2

O f ) P

(1) , 3 2 2 3 M0 2 2
v O r l c 5 0 3 2 5 Trt 0 3 2

ci ° ci
2 2

APv2)j0(kr2rc> = I A?0(1 + ^ 'IT- A V " ! "T> (IV'3Ob>
Cl ° Cl

. . k.k , Ap Jn(k ,r') Ap Jn(k 7
r')

r3 vO kj k2

From eq. (IV.30), together with (IV.29) and table IV.2, the amplitudes for the

radial flow densities for mass and heat (introduced in eqs. (IV.20 and 21) at

the cylinder wall now follow as

T ft r?1 9 T (k rM

^ ^ + ^ A p
k. 0 rl c k „k. 0 r3 c

r2 lv r2 c' + k' V j 3 V \ A J 2 ) .

T„ r k , J , ( k . r ' ) , , ,

/ , _ i l l ) j fk rn\ ' 3 2JJ0(krlV
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With eqs. (IV.30a and 30b),Ap ' and Ap can of course directly be eliminated

from eq. (IV.31) in favour of the boundary values Ap. and AT , a trivial step
0'

that will not be shown explicitely here.

IV. 5 Combination of the effects in substrate, vapour and film

We will now first relate Am (r1) and Aq (r1) to the flow densities of mass
rv c rv c

(AJ ) and entropy (AJg ) through the moving interface, (at a radial speed

- d6/dt of amplitude - iw£n) transformation to the moving frame and including

the convective transport of vapour entropy yields directly:

(IV.32a)

(IV.32b)

Continuity of the entropy current in the interface region has been assumed

in view of the fact that the entropy production will contribute only in second

order of the variations.

Subsequently we will express AP and AT. as a linear combination of the film-

amplitudes AP , AT and £- (Av will not enter into these relations). From
vj s

the ideal gas law it first follows that

(IV.33)

while the variations in pressure and temperature at r1 will relate to the

corresponding variations in the film as :

Thereby taoitly extending the applicability of continuum theory for the

vapour over distances of only a few nanometers, also to this dynamic case

(see also Ch. 1.4.1).
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AP(r^) - AP i n t + pvOf^o (IV.34a)

ATQ = AT +[AT] ln t . (IV. 34b)

In eqs. (IV.34) f~ = (dti /do)* , the van der Waals force per unit mass at

the interface of the film at its equilibrium thickness and [AT] represents

a possible non-equilibrium temperature discontinuity across the moving inter-

face. (A corresponding discontinuity in the pressure will be only of second

order in the variations and must therefore be omitted in this linear theory).

Use of eqs. (IV.16 and 31-34) permits the elimination of the three flow

densities J , J„ and J from eqs. (IV.5, 6 and 7) in favour of the film

variables only, apart from the as yet undetermined temperature discontinuity

(AT) ; the unknown wave number k appears in the coefficients of this set

of three linear equations via the various Hankel— and Bessel functions of

substrate and vapour.

In order to eliminate finally [AT] and the fourth film variable AP ,

the physical properties of the interface out of equilibrium come into play.

Several models for the boundary conditions for the bulk liquid-vapour inter-

face of helium II have been proposed in the past, and have been recently dis-

cussed extensively by Wiechert [5]. From Onsager's theory [6] it follows that

in all descriptions the flows of mass J,,n and energy J^n through the inter-

face should be related to the discontinuous jumps in chemical potential and

temperature by the linear phenomenological equations:

. int . int

" 4

. int int
J E = - L E M [ A ? ] + L l A
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where positive definite entropy production is ensured through the well-known

conditions [5] :

> 0 (IV.36)

and the Onsager reciprocity relation

LEM (IV.37)

should be obeyed.

Values for the three independent Onsager coefficients, as derived from four

different kinetic models, have been tabulated in ref.[5] and can be briefly

summarized by

M

l2PvOTO 0 " l P 2 R T 0 h l E - '2 P3lRT0
(IV.38)

with the dimensionless parameters &. differing somewhat between the four models

but remain in all cases close to the value one. Assuming that eqs. (IV.35-38)

apply equally well to the film-vapour interface, eqs. (IV.35) provide the two

additional relations by which [A—] and AP can be eliminated from the

filmequations (IV.5-7). In order to do this one uses the fact that for the

linearized energy and entropy flow densities in the vnpour, j and j , holds

that

(IV.39)

while furthermore, can be rewritten as
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[A ü]
" T

int int lnt

Vp l A- J (IV.40)

with p the vapour density at saturation pressure P (Tn). Since p << p
vs sac U vs

it is rather irrelevant for eq. (IV.40) whether p should be replaced by the

filndensity p,.; on the other hand this matter may affect the evaporation process

significantly, so that for evaporation from the film the kinetic coefficients

in eqs. (IV.35) may be considerably different from those for the bulk.

With the above elimination completed one has finally obtained a set of three

linear homogeneous filmequations in the three remaining film amplitudes Av ,

AT and £_, a solution of which will only exist when the determinant formed by

the coefficients is zero. From the latter condition value(s) for the complex

third-sound wave number k then follows, by which the phase velocity and attenu-

ation of the sound wave are determined.

For the general case such calculations are still rather involved and cannot be

carried out analytically. In this thesis we will restrict the calculations to

the case also considered experimentally.

IV. 6 Lou-frequency third sound in narrow tubes

For the experimental conditions prevailing in the experiments that are

reported in this thesis, a number of simplifications can be made that facilitate

the calculations considerably. The relevant features for this are the extremely

low frequencies, the narrowness of the tube and the good thermal contact with

the surrounding bath in view of the thinness of the tube's wall.

As an immediate consequence of the low values for OJ the speed of propagation

of the acoustic mode in the vapour will outrange all other relevant velocities
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in vapour and substrate by far:

c10 ^ l ^ l = l^ 1 (IV.41a)

»|c T|
2> |c|| « |c*| . (IV.41b)

In table IV.3 numerical estimations for these quantities are given (computed

for T- = 1.45 K from the material properties using the definitions (IV.10, 25)

and table IV.2 , which render strong support for the validity of the conditions

(IV.41). Tentatively the, yet to be determined, speed of third sound u. is

included in (IV.41b), which can for the time being only be justified by its

measured values, but which is immediately verified when the predicted values

prove to be in agreement. From (IV.41a) it follows that in all expressions

22 22 22 22
contributions of order c./c. (= k./k„) or co/ci (= kj/k.) can be neglected

with respect to one; from (IV.4Ib) that this also holds for contributions of

order k /k , k /k„ and k /k„.

Secondly, with regards to the thermal conditions, the device is immersed in

the helium bath so that AT,, = 0 and the result for AJSU given by eq. (IV. 16)

M s

should be applicable. Besides, in spite of the relatively large value of k

with respect to k, the experimental frequencies are so low that the argument

of the Hankel functions appearing in eq. (IV.16) |k R | « I*. Eq. (IV.15)

can therefore safely be replaced by its approximation up to second order in

This implies that the characteristic thermal penetration length of the

glass, defined by X_= (Im(-k„)) , exceeds the outer radius of the tube

by far (see estimate in table IV. 3).
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the quantities k r and k R , yielding
IT c r c

k b
" kT bw>

(IV.42)

where the second step could be made in view of the validity of condition

(IV.41b). In (IV.42) the quantity K represents the effective thermal con-

ductance of the wall for steady heat flow per unit area of the inner wall,

given by

the very small characteristic "thermal length for the wall" b is

(IV.43)

R2-r2 K K R -r K r (R -r ) r K

(IV.44)

A similar procedure can be used to simplify the corresponding expressions for

the vapour. In view of the smallness of the arguments k .r' (|k .| « 1 for

j = 1, 2 or 3), the exact expressions (IV.31) for Am (r1) and Aq (r1) can be

approximated by replacing the Besselfunctions by

J,(x)
(IV. 45)

and by application of conditions (IV.41), to yield
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ApQ -

,3
T

^

.2 .2
K K.

f-§ k2)Ap0-j(k
2 - -|1 l

- ^ y (IV.46a)
0

(IV.46b)

In order to replace the amplitudes Ap_ and AT. by the film variations AT and

£_, following the procedure given by eqs. (IV.33-40), the experimental con-

ditions allow a further simplification to be made. The mass and energy flow

rates through the interface namely, will remain so small during the slow

int j int
variations under consideration that the jumps [A^-] and [A=-] can be

totally neglected. It then follows from eq. (IV.40) that

l_ AT (= fsa (IV.47)

so that, according to eqs. (IV.33, 34 and 35)

ATQ = AT (IV.48a)

M, dP
(IV.48b)

The justification of the above assumption that the effects of a finite "flow

impedance" of the interface can be neglected, can be only provided afterwards

by the final result of this calculation. Once the solution for the third-sound

wave has been obtained the flow densities J and J can be calculated and

substituted into eq. (IV.35) to yield the jumps by which relations (IV.47 and

48) must be corrected. These corrections are then found to be of negligible
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influence, at least when a kinetic model with coefficients that are quantita-

tively cohered by eq. (IV.38) applies to the case of the film. The results

(IV.46 and 48) must subsequently be substituted into the expressions (IV.32)

for the flow densities, to yield

"
int
M

3

Tint

2 3 k3 . 2. M4 dPsat 5 pv0 , 2,
k2 + - -2 k ) ̂ - ^ - ~ ~ -^ k2}

2 2
2 c,

)
/ sat 5 0,. AT
( >

k?

vO

(IV.49a)

2 3 k3 .2
k2 + j -j k

4

Tint . . .
Sv0JM (IV'49b>

where the subtle numerical distinction between r' and r has now been dropped.

The results given by eqs. (IV.42, 47 and 49) must now be substituted

into the filmequations (IV.5-7). For eq. (IV.49) a brief notation is thereto

introduced as:

AJ.int (IV.49c)

(IV.49d)

The relations between the film amplitudes Av , AT and E,n now read as:
s u

"ikps2Avs
iui (pf (IV.50a)

f

iu (^ + s )+ 7=^}AT + iw(psf

0 0

dP
lk(Bf-I_|5t)AT - ikfoco = o

(IV.50b)

(IV.50c)
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2,2,
with K' = K (1 - k„b ) for brevity. For a non-zero solution to exist the

w w 1 w

determinant of this set of linear equations must be zero:

K'

-iW(pfsf • s?){ps2k
2(s£ " ^ • "V = 0 (IV.51)

In the isothermal limit, i.e. in cases where the effective conductance of the

wall K goes to infinity,the solution for the third-sound wave becomes

Ps2f0
(IV.52)

A result that is for all practical purposes identical to that obtained with

the simple method used in chapter II which is given by eqs. (11.18 and 19),

since substitution of m~ yields

k> = U3
. 2g
1 u

(IV.53)

with

Ps2f0 _s2_
3eff

and the attenuation constant

(IV.54)

3 2

a =
s2

(IV.55)
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vapour

wall

film

Kapitza

Liquid-

vapour

inter-

face

values from

literature

\

K
V

R

M 4

p v0

c
w

p w

K
w

V
sf=

pf=

•>

cf0=

K K =

1

L M M =

= 2.

= 5xlO~7kgm"1s"1

= 3xlO~3Wattm~2lf'

= 8.31 JK~'mole~1

= 4.10 kg mole

= 0. 13 kgm~3

= 9.6xlO~3Jkg~1K~I

= 2.2xl03kgm~3

= axlO^Wattm-k"1

= 8xI0 I 0 ms~ 2

= 1.5xlO2Jkg~1K"1

= 145 kgm

= 2.2xlO 4Jkg~'

= 103Jkg~'K

5x103 Watt m~2K""'

7xlO~3e]kgsKm~4

calculated

values

S v0
2

c10

2
C2 =

2
C3 =

2
CT =

c f2 =

p s ? "

= l.Sx.oWlf1

= 4 = 3.5xl03m2s-2

= ^~ = itüx4.4xlO m s

co • ~6 2 —I
- —7T — iü ix3 .8x l0 m s

ry

-- ~ = itüx9.3xlO~4m2s~'

_4 - 2 - 1
4.4x10 Jm K

3xl0~7kgm~2

values specific

for our device

a =v

R =

r r =

K =
w

b =
w

A,,
R

c

a =
H

2

1.2x10 3 s '

4 .0x l0~ 6 s" '

4xl0"4m

2.05xl0~4m

2 -2 -1
10 Wattm K

10"4m

(l+i)3.4xlO2(^—)2

3xl0~ 4s~ '

- 2 - 5 0 2 ~ 2—2 - DU m s
k

Table IV. 3. Rough estimates for nwnerioal values of the quantities relevant for

the third-sound experiment at TQ = 1.45 K and &0 = 3.0 ran. The symbols are

explained in the text.
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The extra attenuation constant a is very small (cf. Table IV.3), and is

due to thermal dissipation in the vapour in which the temperature distribution

that follows from eq.(IV.28b) is not completely uniform even though at r' AT.=0.
c U

Also the thermal damping by the wall when K is large but finite, i.e.
w

near the isothermal limit, can immediately be deduced from the result (IV.51)*.

The corresponding attenuation constant a can be written as

°V " 2p „ K \~2 "CTTTV R°VO ' / i p f ° f HvO%on"T RTn^ dT F T " T T T f Pf ~dY
err w ' O ^ 1 0 o 0 r

(IV.56)

-4 -1
For the experimental conditions specified in table IV.3, a = 3x10 s ,

a = 1x10 s and a =4x10 s so that the third-sound attenuation is signi-

ficant and dominated by the viscous flow of vapour. When the films get thicker,

a decreases rather rapidly since the leading term in eq. (IV.56) is pro-
w

portional to f.. Although these results could be very well compatible with the

measurements, a detailed quantitative test can unfortunately not yet be

presented.

The general theory developed in sections IV.2 to 5 of this chapter is

applicable to all third-sound experiments, irrespective of the experimental

circumstances. The condition AT = 0 chosen in eq. (IV.15b) forms no real

m

restriction. With a straightforward calculation another substrate solution

(IV.16) can be obtained when eq. (IV.15b) is replaced by a different boundary

* Also the adiabatic limit, i.e. R' •* 0, for low-frequency third sound in

narrow tubes is contained by eq. (IV.51) but will not be discussed here.
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condition. A similar argument applies to a change of symmetry into a parallel-

plate geometry.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Having arrived near the end of this thesis it seems appropriate to try

and make a brief inventory of the progress in our knowledge and understanding

of the film properties gained during the period of time in which our investi-

gations took place, and to summarize some of the problems which still remain

to be investigated. As is demonstrated in chapter I, both the experimental and

theoretical work of several research groups have contributed to this progress.

At the start of our investigations on the properties of unsaturated helium

films it was tacitly assumed that a two-fluid description would remain appli-

cable down to the thickness where superfluidity would disappear completely.

The main interest was focussed on the way in which the different two—fluid

properties would change with decreasing film thickness. For instance the re-

duction of the temperature marking the onset of superfluidity and of the cri-

tical massflow rates and corresponding critical superfluid velocities. What

will happen to the third-sound phenomenon, how will its speed of propagation

change and what will the attenuation do? How will the mean superfluid density

be reduced by the thinning? It was, of course, hoped that the experimental

answers to these questions would provide the information necessary for the un-

derstanding of the microscopic processes that are responsible for the occur-

rence of superfluidity in the thin films.
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The picture that has by now emerged from the different investigations, is

perhaps best presented by the phase diagram given in Fig. V.I, in which the

mobility of the film is shown in the plane of the two independent filmvariables,

namely the film thickness and the temperature. The dotted curve marks the onset

of superfluidity as derived from the onset pressures, P O n(T), (which the various

substrate materials appear to have in common [l]), using eqs. (I.I and 2) with

the van der Waals potential for glass. This curve coincides nicely with our own

4 5
—«. 6(nm)

Fig. V. 1. Phase diagram of the.

mobility of helium films. For a

further explanation see the text.
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data on the thermo-mechanical onset thickness 5 (T), plotted in fig. V.I by

open circles. For &<& (T) the film is found to be practically immobile, the

equilibrium states in the present Helmholtz oscillator device, for instance,

can here only be restored via transport of mass by the vapour. This does not

imply however that the superfluid condensate has disappeared altogether, since

the peak in the specific heat curve is found in this region. When S is increased

past ä (T) mass transport in the film becomes possible, but at first a consi-

derable friction is encountered by the flow, even at the lowest observable mass

flow rates. In this region a relatively large driving force is required in order

to maintain any flow of mass, as is demonstrated by the decay down to zero of

the "persistent" flow in closed circuits [2]and by the absence of Helmholtz

oscillations in our device. Such a large force is provided, however, in experi-

*
ments on the thermo-mechanical effect . In the diagram the shaded area indicates

the region where in the present experiment, such friction in the film is en-

countered, and where thus no critical massflow rate or critical superfluid ve-

locity (below which the friction has become virtually zero) can be defined. The

degree of shading gives some measure for the magnitude of the friction-force

density, the shading becoming lighter with increasing thickness indicating the

growth of the mass transport that can be obtained before the friction becomes

prohibitively large. To the right of the shaded area a distinct critical mass-

flow rate is observed below which the small residual damping of the Helmholtz

oscillations can most likely be fully accounted for by dissipative processes

Apparently the measurement of the times of flight of third-sound signals

over small distances [3] also belongs to this class of brute-force methods.
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outside the film. In this same region the small attenuation of the third-sound

waves should then be attributable to dissipation by the accompanying waves in

vapour and substrate, via the mechanism treated in chapter IV. The lower boun-

dary of the frictionless region obtained in the present experiment, coincides

nicely with the minimum film thickness for which at T. = 1.45 K, truly persis-

tent flow could be observed [4], as is shown by the triangle in Fig. V.l. Final-

ly the squares in this figure represent the minimum thicknesses at which the

Helmholtz oscillations became apparent, be it with a clearly enhanced damping.

The above picture shows that a two-fluid description remains clearly use-

ful, though it mustbe extended to include the possible occurence of friction.

Data on the mean superfluid density have been obtained using several, markedly

different experimental techniques [3,5,6]. The results, being in reasonable

mutual agreement, are still suggestive for the presence of an immobile region

near the wall having a thickness of a fixed, small number of atomic layers, in

view of the finding that plots of p . as function of film thickness almost have

the slopes p (T) of bulk He (see e.g. fig. III. 10). The results in refs. [ 3]
s

and [5] show that this latter relationship is roughly maintained all the way

down to <5 (T). Furthermore, the maximum attainable velocities of the super-

fluid component in the frictionless region (see e.g. fig. III.14) are very well

compatible with the critical velocities of ref. [2] , and with similar results

obtained for saturated films in e.g. ref. [7]. In the shaded region of fig. V.l.

another type of critical velocity is sometimes defined [8]. It corresponds to

the superfluid velocities at the steep upward kinks in the plots of the statio-

nary temperature rise versus heat input, found when measuring the thermo-mecha-

nical effect, clearly a brute-force method. The onset thickness is defined by

the point where this latter critical velocity becomes zero.
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With respect to the theoretical description of the different film properties,

the Landau theory for bulk helium, which was shown previously to give a fair

account of the saturated film behaviour, seems to maintain its applicability

throughout the frictionless region of fig. V.l. It becomes, however, increas-

ingly necessary to account both for the presence of the immobile layers and

for the exchange of mass and energy between the film and its surroundings. For

the thinnest films, on the other hand, there are rather strong indications

[5,6,9,10] that the dotted line in fig. V.I, closely coincides with the locus

of the points of transition into a two-dimensionally ordered state, predicted

by the Kosterlitz-Thouless theory [11] and marked by the value for the areal

superfluid density given by eq. (1.31). There is some experimental support

[9,5] for the applicability of the AHNS theory [12] , which covers the film

dynamics in the part of the intermediate region, immediately on the right of

the dotted line in fig. V.l.

Finally it is remarked that several problems concerning the film proper-

ties are clearly still open for further investigations: for the thick film

region,for instance, the mechanism responsible for the friction that occurs

above the critical mass flow rate is not satisfactorily explained, while also

measurements of the propagation of third sound under various experimental con-

ditions must still be confronted with the theory developed in chapter IV; in

the intermediate region the way in which the transition from the Landau des-

cription to the AHNS picture takes place, as well as the AHNS theory itself;

in the region of extremely thin films the problem of reconciliating the obser-

ved specific heat maxima with the appearance of the two-dimensional order near

S (T). In this respect it is emphasized that no experimental verification of

the critical exponents near the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition, as predicted

by the theory, has yet been presented.
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APPENDIX A

CALCULATION OF THE CAPACITANCE AND THE SENSITIVITY OF

THE CAPACITIVE VOLUME TRANSDUCER

The capacitance of a capacitor filled with powder of relative dielectric

permittivity £ considerably different from 1, depends rather strongly on the

way the powder is stacked between the plates. Two extreme cases are sketched

in fig. A.I, where for the realistic values of the volume filling factor ot=O.4

and of e =5.7 the two capacitances differ almost by a factor of two.

The capacitances can therefore not be calculated from the geometry and will

have to be calibrated. Nevertheless an estimate of their sensitivity to

changes in the amount of filmliquid can be made.

Four contributions in parallel can be distinguished (see fig. II.2):

- the centre part enclosing space A, with diameter 34 mm and width 0.4 mm

which corresponds with C Q a = 20 pF

the remainder of the cylindrical space with outer diameter 40 mm, filled

up b>- the mylar ring of 0.40 mm thickness C o m = 24 pF (e^ ̂ = 3.1)

the con:- gated walls with diameter 40 mm, height 5.0 mm and almost

constant width of 1.0 mm enclosing space B, giving Cot, - 8 pF

- the space of - 1 mm width between inner plate and bottom flange

contributing ~ 9 pF.

In version A in which only space A contains diamond powder randomly packed

with a filling factor a - 0.40 the estimated total capacitances of both the

empty capacitors Cj and C£ fall within the range between 70-100 pF. For

version (A+B), with powder also in space B (the mylar ring being replaced by

mylar spacers of ~ 1 cm2 total area) one estimates a range between 70-115 pF.
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Fig. A.I. Two extreme ways of stacking parallel plate oapaaitovs with powder.

For the filling factor a = 0.4 and e = 5.7 one obtains C^ = 1.49 C and

The measured values given in table III.l fall almost within these estimates.

The feature of interest to be estimated is the sensitivity of the

capacitors to a variation in the amount of filmliquid in the reservoirs. If

filmliquid with filling factor f5 is contained by the capacitors, stored in the

same configuration as the adsorbing powder (see fig. A.I), the capacitances

become respectively

Ca = l-<x(l-l/ep)

C0(l+a(ed-l)+ß(ef-l) (A.2)

dCj 1 dCt
The sensitivity -jn— = —;—j —-rr is then for the cases a and b:

dMj. p_A.d dp

dC. 1-1/e- en

(1) ^nT 2—^-2
 (A*3)

a (l-a(l- f-)-ß(l L ) T dZ
f)ß(l )T P-d
e
P
 ef f

dC. en
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For small ß (and with pf = p) these can be calculated straightforwardly for

version A yielding the range (4.6-2.2)xlO pF/kg, nicely around the measured

value of 3.4x10* pF/kg. For the version (A+B) the situation is somewhat more

complicated. The sensitivity can be split up into

dC± M £ A dCA M i A dCß

ffl« MÄi mi.A M « ^AB

in which MDA and M„_ are the amounts of liquid mass in the spaces A and B
*A *B

respectively. Using M'oA/M£i = 0.34, the sensitivities are calculated and given

in table III.l, where it is once more seen that the measured sensitivities are

within the range limited by the equations (A.3 and A.4).

With respect to the non-linearity of the sensitivities at larger film

thicknesses, it follows from eq. (A.3) that at ß = J9 % (the maximum helium

filling for version A reported in Ch. Ill) the decrease in sensitivity would

be about 3 percent. This cannot account for the factor of about 1.6 observed

experimentally (see fig. III.5). The latter suggests a gradual change in the

way the film is stored between the grains towards case b sketched in fig. A.I.
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S A M E N V A T T I N G .

In dit proefschrift worden metingen van de eigenschappen van onverzadigde

superfluïde He films (met dikten van 1.0 tot 5.0 nm en in het temperatuur-

gebied van 1.1 tot 1.9 K) beschreven en geanalyseerd. Onderzocht wordt hoe de

superfluïditeit verandert ten gevolge van het dunner worden en hoe deze ten-

slotte geheel verdwijnt.

In het superfluïde gebied kunnen de dynamische eigenschappen van de film

worden beschreven met behulp van een fenomenologisch twee-fluïda model, ge-

lijkend op de Landau twee-fluïda theorie die zo succesvol is gebleken voor de

beschrijving van de verschijnselen in de helium vloeistof en ook in de dikkere,

verzadigde films. Zoals in het Landau model voor de dikke films, wordt ook hier

weer aangenomen dat de visceuze normale component niet langs de wand kan be-

wegen. Omdat bij dunne films de evenwichtsdampdruk een steile funktie is van

de filmdikte, moet in de massabalans van de film ook de eventuele massa uit-

wisseling met de damp worden meegenomen, hetgeen natuurlijk tevens doorwerkt in

de entropiebalans.

In hoofdstuk I worden enige relevante verschijnselen die in films worden

waargenomen samengevat en geplaatst in het kader van het twee-fluïda model.

Enkele recente ontwikkelingen, zowel theoretisch als experimenteel, worden hier

tevens behandeld. Het hoofdbestanddeel van dit proefschrift wordt gevormd door

de beschrijving, in de hoofdstukken II en III, van de experimenten die zijn

uitgevoerd met een isotherme dunne film oscillator. Deze dubbele Helmholtz os-

cillator, die wordt geïntroduceerd in hoofdstuk II, bestaat uit een lang
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(124 m) en nauw (i.d. 0.41 mm) glazen capillair dat twee filmreservoirs ver-

bindt. Ter vergroting van het filmoppervlak zijn deze reservoirs (gedeeltelijk)

gevuld met diamantpoeder. De massa van de filmvloeistof aanwezig in de reser-

voirs wordt capacitief gemeten, en de filmdikte wordt tijdens de meting bepaald

met behulp van een drukmeter bij kamertemperatuur. Met de oscillator worden in

hoofdzaak drie typen gebeurtenissen bestudeerd, te weten de Helmholtz oscilla-

ties, de derde-geluids verschijnselen en het plotseling verdwijnen van de super-

fluïditeit bij i,*.t dunner worden van de film. In alle gevallen bestaat de meting

uit de registratie van het verloop van de capaciteit, de druk en, alleen voor

het laatste type, ook van een aangelegd temperatuurverschilletje tussen een

reservoir en het bad. Uit de gemeten frequenties van de Helmholtz oscillaties

worden de absolute waarden van de superfluïde massa per eenheid van oppervlak

afgeleid die in goede overeenstemming met de resultaten van anderen blijken te

zijn. Met behulp van deze dichtheid en het in hoofdstuk I gepresenteerde twee-

fluïda model wordt de voortplanting van isotherm, laagfrequent derde geluid in

het nauwe capillair in goede benadering berekend. Hierbij blijkt dat in het be-

streken temperatuurgebied deze snelheid ten gevolge van de uitwisseling met de

damp met faktoren wordt verminderd hetgeen, zoals in hoofdstuk III wordt be-

schreven, kwantitatief door het experiment wordt bevestigd. Deze interne con-

sistentie onderstreept de toepasbaarheid van de gegeven beschrijving, inclusief

de wijze van filmdikte bepaling uit de drukmeting met behulp van de gebruikte

uitdrukking voor de van der Waals potentiaal. De druk en temperatuur combina-

ties waarbij de superfluïditeit plotseling ophoudt, blijken overeen te stemmen

met metingen van anderen. Extrapolaties van de superfluïde dichtheid naar de

bij deze toestanden behorende filmdikten leveren ongeveer de waarden die door

de theorie voor twee-dimensionale systemen van Kosterlitz en Thouless worden

voorspeld voor het overgangspunt waar de twee-dimensionale ordening verdwijnt.
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In hoofdstuk IV wordt een volledige, algemene theorie ontwikkeld voor de

voortplantingseigenschappen van het derde geluid in aanwezigheid van de geïn-

duceerde, begeleidende golven in damp en substraat. In de laatste paragraaf

van dit hoofdstuk worden de resultaten uitgewerkt voor de bij dit onderzoek

geldende experimentele condities: laagfrequente golven in een nauw en dunwandig

capillair dat is omgeven door een heliumbad. Het derde geluid blijkt zich dan,

zoals verwacht, vrijwel isotherm voort te planten, en de belangrijkste demping

blijkt dan inderdaad die ten gevolge van visceuze stroming in de damp zoals

bij de benaderende berekening van hoofdstuk II al was aangenomen.

Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk V gepoogd het huidige inzicht in de film-

eigenschappen te inventariseren met behulp van een uit de metingen volgend

fasediagram voor de beweeglijkheid van de film. Tevens wordt een aantal pro-

blemen aangeduid die voor nader onderzoek in aanmerking komen.
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Teneinde te voldoen aan het verzoek van de Faculteit der Wiskunde en

Natuurwetenschappen volgt hier een kort overzicht van mijn studie.

Nadat ik in 1970 het eindexamen HBS-B aan het Baudartius College te

Zutphen had afgelegd, begon ik mijn studie aan de Afdeling der Technische

Natuurkunde van de Technische Hogeschool Twente te Enschede. Van januari tot

juni 1974 was ik werkzaam bij de vakgroep Lage Temperaturen Fysica, die onder

leiding staat van prof. dr. L.C. van der Marel. Hier assisteerde ik dr.ir.

G.J. Gerritsma bij het onderzoek aan paramagnetische relaxatie in robijn-

kristallen. Tijdens mijn baccalaureaatsstage in augustus en september 1974

aan de Hebreeuwse Universiteit in Jerusalem, Israel, hielp ik dr. Y. Shefer

met zijn onderzoek naar de invloed van ultraviolette straling op polystyreen.

In januari 1975 deed ik baccalaureaatsexamen. Mijn doktoraalopdracht werd

gewijd aan een onderzoek onder leiding van mevr. dr. M.J. Peters, naar de

toepasbaarheid van een SQUID magnetometer opstelling voor het defekteren,

ten bate van de diagnostiek, van uiterst kleine magneetvelden geproduceerd

door het menselijk lichaam. In juni 1977 legde ik mijn ingenieursexamen af

voor een commissie onder voorzitterschap van prof. dr. L.C. van der Marel.

Op 1 september 1977 trad ik in dienst van de Technische Hogeschool Twente

om verder te werken aan voornoemd onderzoek.

Vanaf I februari 1978 werkte ik in het Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratorium aan

een promotie onderzoek in de groep Quantumvloeistoffen onder leiding van prof.

dr. K.W. Taconis, prof. dr. R. de Bruyn Ouboter en dr. H. van Beelen. In het

voorjaar van 1980 is begonnen met de in dit proefschrift beschreven experimenten.
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Naast de stimulerende assistentie van drs. G.A.F, de Rijk, M.M.A.J. Steenhuis,

M.G.M. Broeken, I. van Andel en W.H. Mulder, hebben vooral de vele waardevolle

diskussies met mijn co-promotor dr. H. van Beelen een belangrijke invloed

gehad op de inhoud van dit proefschrift.

Tot februari 1982 was ik in dienst van de Rijksuniversiteit Leiden, daarna

werd mij, door de Stichting Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie, welwillend de

mogelijkheid verleend dit onderzoek voort te zetten. Naast mijn promotie

onderzoek assisteerde ik op het eerstejaarspraktikum en gaf ik werkcollege

Klassieke Mechanika.

Bij het realiseren van de experimenten kon ik voor de metaal technische

problemen altijd terecht bij de heren A.A.J. Kuyt en G. Vis. De heer P.J.M.

Vreeburg vervaardigde de glazen delen van de in de hoofdstukken II en III

beschreven dunne film oscillator. De heren J.D. Sprong, J.A.Th, van Schooten

en J. de Vink zorgden voor de koelvloeistoffen helium en stikstof.

Tenslotte wil ik mijn erkentelijkheid betonen aan al degenen van het technisch

en administratief personeel van zowel het Kamerlingh Onnes als het Huygens

Laboratorium die hebben bijgedragen tot het op tijd tot stand komen van dit

proefschrift. Ik wil hierbij geen namen vermelden omdat dit de verkeerde indruk

zou kunnen wekken dat ik het werk van de niet genoemden minder op prijs zou

stellen.
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ERRATA

dC.
p. 26 Three lines from bottom: - ^ should be replaced by p „.

d MM 2
 s2

Ps2 h R R
p. 28 Eq. (1.30) reads as f =e -s T—^=-TT In - - 2k„TX.n - .e ^ ' vor vor vor 4 7 r m

2 a B a

4

p. 31 Ref. [17]: R.J. Donnelly instead of R.J. Donelly.

P (dai
p. 37 In footnote: ut = - ^

f

p. 94 Three lines from bottom: Av should read ÄV.

p. 96 In eq. (IV.30c):Ap must be replaced by Ap '.

p. 97 Three lines above eq. (IV.33): AP_ should have been Ap_.

p. 98 Seven lines below eq. (IV. 34b): J^ub, Ĵ ,nt and J^nt should be

A Tsub A int TintAJ_ , AJ and AJ_
b rl S

Nine lines below eq. (IV.34b): (AT) l n t should read as[AT]lnt.

p. 102 Three lines above eq. (IV.45): |k .| reads as |k .r'|.

p. 103 In the prefactor of AT- in eq. (IV.46a): ApQ reads as p „.

3 2 2

p. 105 Eq. (IV.55) should read as: a = -£- — CD2(1 + — -1) = a + aT.
J nvPs2 K

v 0 V

p. 106 In table IV.3: cfQ = 10
3J kg"^"' and a T = 7xl0~

6s~'.

u„Q should be: u, = —j = 50 m s

To the caption of table IV.3 should be added:

The three attenuation vates have been calculated for u = 0.2 s .

p. 107 Second line below eq. (IV.56): aT = 7 x 10~
6
s~

1.



STELLINGEN

1 . In de in dit proefschrift beschreven dunne film oscillator zijn

voor het vergroten van het filmoppervlak de reservoirs gevuld

met diamantpoeder. Gezien de voordelen die het gebruik van glazen

microbollen met diameters van een paar micrometer zou opleveren,

is het ontwikkelen van een techniek om dit soort bolletjes te

fabriceren zeer de moeite waard.

Dit proefschrift^ hoofdstukken II en III.

2. Voor het meten van zeer zwakke magneetveldveranderingen bij kamer-

temperatuur, kan vaak het beste gebruik worden gemaakt van een

SQUID magnetometer waarvan de detektiespoelen zich buiten de

kryostaat bevinden.

3. De analyse van de magnetische relaxatieverschijnselen in Dy„O„SO,

van Kasten et al. is onvoldoende zorgvuldig en onvolledig.

A. Kasten, P.H. Müller and M. Schienle, Physica 114B

(1982) 356.

4. In tegenstelling tot wat de auteurs beweren is het niet verwonder-

lijk dat wanneer in roterend superfluïde helium gelijktijdig een

axiaal convectief warmtetransport wordt opgelegd, de dichtheid .van

de gekwantiseerde wervels ontstaan door de rotatie niet zonder meer

blijkt op te tellen bij die tengevolge van de warmtestroom.

CE. Süanson, C.F. Bavenghi and R.J. Donnelly, Phys. Rev.

Lett. 50 (1983) 190.



Het is in principe mogelijk om vast He vanaf de smeltlijn bij

1 mK verder af te koelen door het adiabatisch te comprimeren.

G. Frossati, wordt gepubliaeerd.

Aangezien het Interkerkelijk Comité voor Tweezijdige Ontwapening

alleen maar voorstellen steunt die hooguit beogen de snelheid van

de kernwapenwedloop te verminderen, of voorstellen die niet te

interpreteren zijn als oproepen tot ontwapening aan beide zijden,

moet worden geconcludeerd dat de naam van genoemd comité misleidend

is.

Het feit dat Willy Brandt de ontspanning tussen Oost en West heeft

op gang gebracht omdat hij meende dat bij een konflikt tussen deze

blokken het gebruik van militair geweld in Europa, Noord Amerika

en de Sovjet Unie tot wederzijdse uitroeiing van de bevolking zou

leiden, verdient meer aandacht.

Willy Brandt^ Ontmoetingen en Gedachten (In den Toorn,

Baarn, 1976) Deel 2, p. 242.

Het is met behulp van het Mössbauer effekt experimenteel aangetoond

dat de uitbreiding van het model van Miedema tot de berekening van

de isomere verschuiving, heel algemeen toepasbaar is.

A.R. Miedema and F. van der Woude, Physioa 100B (1980) 145,

J.W.C, de Vries, R.C. Thiel and K.H.J. Busóhow, te ver-

schijnen in Physica.

9. Vele eigenschappen van de intermetallische C-15 verbindingen HfV„

en ZrV_ veranderen sterk bij absorbtie van waterstof. Teneinde in-

zicht te verkrijgen in de mechanismen die aan deze veranderingen

ten grondslag liggen, is het gewenst aan die verbindingen muon-spin-

rotatie experimenten te verrichten.

J.H. Brewer, K.M. Crowe, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sei. 28_

(1978) 239,

P. Duffer, D.M. Guatieri and V.K.S. Rao, Phys. Rev. Lett.

37 (1976) 1410.

G. Bannink Leiden, 9 maart 1983


